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Board of Trustees announces new university president
Parlange “thrilled” to join the Rhody community in August
Mary Lind | Production Manager

The University of Rhode Island has
named Marc Parlange as its 12th president.
On April 1, the Board of Trustees presidential search committee voted unanimously
to recommend Parlange as the top candidate.
The Board of Trustees voted unanimously to
appoint Parlange at a virtual public meeting
on Monday, April 12.
Parlange currently serves as the provost
and senior vice president of Monash University in Melbourne, Australia.
Over 200 candidates were considered

for the position, including M. Brian Blake,
the other finalist. Blake, who currently serves
as the provost and executive vice president
at George Washington University, withdrew
himself from further consideration on Saturday, April 10.
“I’m thrilled to be joining the University
of Rhode Island,” Parlange said. “I’m really
looking forward [to it] with a lot of energy.
It’s an ambitious research university, it’s an
important state university, it’s in an important location, so I couldn’t think of anything
better.”
Parlange’s background is in environmen-

tal fluid mechanics, and he said he has known
of URI for a long time for its “pioneering research” on oceanography, fluid mechanics
and engineering.
As president, he is interested in seeing
the University continue that research, as well
as in other disciplines.
“My main focus is how we’re going to lift
the entire education and research programs
and keep up the good momentum started
with President [David] Dooley,” he said.
“Front and center” in his plans to uplift research across campus, Parlange said he
plans to focus on the arts, the humanities, so-

Rainville Awards highlight
student achievements

cial sciences, engineering and health sciences.
According to an email sent to the URI
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URI honored students at the 33rd annual Rainville Awards Ceremony. PHOTO CREDIT: Michael Nolfe

Students honored for excellence, leadership in various categories
Kate LeBlanc | Editor-in-Chief

The annual A. Robert Rainville Leadership Awards at the
University of Rhode Island recognize students in the categories
of employee excellence, servant
leadership, student leadership
and team excellence.
At this year’s 33rd annual
Robert Awards, James Cocozza
won the Employee Excellence
Award, Naomi Pajarillo won
the Servant Leadership Award,
Marland Chang won the Student Leadership Award and Diversity Dialogues won the Team
Excellence Award.
Over 100 students and student organizations were nominated for the awards, with three
finalists being selected in each
category.
Cocozza ‘22, a pharma-

ceutical sciences and pharmacy
double major from Cranston,
Rhode Island, was the recipient of the Employee Excellence
Award. He has been a resident
assistant for Housing and Residential Life for six years and has
had residents from freshmen to
seniors during his time. He has
also been a part of the Student
Senate, Student Conduct Board,
Best Buddies and was an undergraduate research assistant within the College of Pharmacy.
“Without the residents, we
wouldn’t have this position,”
Cocozza said in his acceptance
speech. “Just know all the RAs
out there do a great job, and
they really go out of their way
for their residents to support
them, especially when it comes
to mental health, crisis situations
Continued on page 4

and everyday things.”
His fellow finalists included
Kaylee Goyette ‘22 and Kendra
Walsh ‘21.
Pajarillo ‘21, a cell and
molecular biology major from
Pawtucket, Rhode Island, was
the recipient of the Servant
Leadership Award. While at the
University, Pajarillo has been a
Maximizing Access to Research
Careers Undergraduate Student
Training in Academic Research
(MARC U-STAR) trainee, student researcher, president of the
Seeds of Success organization
and co-founder of the LGBTQ+
Community Union.
Pajarillo said her proudest
accomplishment at URI was
helping create a saliva-based
COVID-19 assay in Professor
Angela Slitt’s lab.
“For those who don’t know,

In search of a new director,
the University of Rhode Island’s
Harrington School of Communication and Media hosted three
public forum discussions to hear
from candidates and gain student
feedback.
Ammina Kothari, an associate professor of communication
and the graduate program director of the communication master’s degree at Rochester Institute
of Technology, was the first candidate to host a forum discussion on
Friday, April 9.
Kothari was previously the
director of the journalism department and has helped reshape the
communications graduate pro-

gram at RIT. She believes that
the skills she learned working at
a technology-focused school will
greatly benefit her at the Harrington School.
“I’m somebody who likes
challenges, I grow best when I’m
trying to build or work on something,” Kothari said when asked
why she wants to join the URI
community. “I’m looking for an
opportunity where I can bring my
skills specifically to a place that is
thinking about the next level.”
Kothari said that one
of her goals for the Harrington
School is for all professors to be
knowledgeable in technology, as
she believes that it shapes communication today.
She also wants Harrington
students to be able to learn more
Continued on page 2

Student Senate helps
fund outdoor
wellness center
Christian Silvia | Contributing Reporter

At their March 31 meeting, the University of Rhode Island’s Student Senate passed a bill that will grant $25,000 from its budget to
partially fund an outdoor wellness and recreation center for Campus
Recreation.
The idea of adding an outdoor wellness center for meditation has
been on Senate’s floor for some time. The Director of the Office of
Small Projects Jenny Baccari said that the original plan was going to
start last year, but the pandemic led to a loss of funding and put the
project on hold. This bill’s passage last month has allowed the project
to start again.
Former Student Senate President Austyn Ramsay was heavily involved with the bill’s passing. She believes that an outdoor wellness center will be beneficial for students, especially after this academic year.
“I think the wellness center will be a great addition to the URI
campus,” Ramsay said. “It will be a place where
Continued on page 4
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Incoming students invited to both
online, in-person orietations
Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

Orientation was moved online for new
students last year due to the pandemic, but
the University of Rhode Island will offer both
virtual and in-person orientation activities for
incoming students this summer.
According to the Director of New Student Programs Kristina Perrelli, students were
invited to stay on campus for two days and
one night for orientation before the pandemic. Previously, there was not an online option
for students, who had to meet other incoming
students, set up their URI student accounts
and register for classes within those two days.
Because of the pandemic, students now
have the option to complete orientation online or spend a day on campus. Incoming students have the option to do so as soon as they
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Why The Cigar?
The University of Rhode Island’s
student news organization takes its
tongue-in-cheek name from a comment made by Woodrow Wilson’s
Vice President, Thomas Marshall,
while addressing the US Senate.
Though the exact context of Marshall’s comment “what this country
needs is a good five-cent cigar,”
has been lost over the years, we, as
URI’s news organization, strive to
emulate our quirky name and give
just what this campus needs.

prepared for the changes that were made.
According to Perrelli, they’re offering a
variety of options, letting students mix-andmatch their in-person and online experiences.
“Students can pick from the menu whatever works for their life and schedule and depending on where they are in the country,”
Perrelli said. “We’re going to make sure they
can get everything done.”
Perrelli said this hybrid model was put
into place because the University has to give
families options since COVID-19 has made it
difficult to travel. She wants committed students to have the opportunity to engage virtually because the future with COVID-19 is
unknown, and they want future students to
get the best experience possible.
This hybrid orientation allows students to
be prepared for their upcoming semester even
if they are unable to or are uncomfortable
coming to campus.
For those choosing to attend the in-person events, all students will have to wear
masks and remain socially distant, but can
learn about involvement opportunities, connect with others in their program and get
Rhody Ready.
Although these on-campus activities are
available to incoming students until the end

of June, all academic advising will be held online.
The University just launched a new website with resources incoming students will
need. According to Perrelli, they wanted to
make this website like the real college visit
experience, so they decked out the road-tripthemed website with things like student-made
Spotify playlists, personalized campus trip
guides, and weekly raffles. For those who are
able to visit the campus, the website also has
lists of “Rhode-trip essentials,” including
what to pack, where to eat, and a Rhody-lingo guide, so you’re prepared for your day trip.
Jake Wilber, a committed incoming student, said that he plans to use all of the resources the University is providing him with.
Wilber, who just committed last week,
will be completing his orientation this upcoming week.
“Every aspect of URI, the campus, the
community, and the location, made my decision effortless,” he said. “I’m beyond excited
to start my Rhody experience.”
Much like other students, Wilber is happy
to accept the Honors Program, complete his
orientation and hit the Rhode to becoming a
Ram.

Harrington director - Continued from Page 1
about different programs outside of the school,
in hopes that students can gain expertise in the
fields they want to tell stories about.
“Harrington students need to be able to
work on specializations to differentiate themselves from other students who are more general, to help them in the search for a career,”
she said.
Kothari suggested doing this through creating more partnerships with other colleges
at URI and encouraging students to take advantage of more general education courses in
other fields.
Another one of her goals would be for
Harrington “to establish a national and international reputation for graduating storytellers
who are experts at telling stories about the environment.”
After talking about her goals, she asked
students questions about what they want to see
from the new director. She believes that it will
be essential for the success of the school to create a better dialogue between students and the
director. One student suggested that it would
be very beneficial for the director to come to
the student film festival that is held at the end
of the semester post covid so that students
could get feedback on their work.
Sundeep Muppidi, special assistant provost for strategic initiatives, the chair of the
institutional review board and a professor of
communication at the University of Hartford,
was the second candidate to host a forum.
He discussed his educational background
and previewed what he plans to bring to the
University.
Through his experiences as a student and
professor, Muppidi has learned that creating
personal, yet professional, student-faculty relationships is key to the success of students.
“It’s not what we write and what we publish,” he said. “What drives us in terms of being an education institution is the change we
see in students.”
He continued by saying students gain the
confidence they need for their future through
faculty mentorship, which he wants to bring to
the University.

Student success is linked to higher-level connections with professors, according to
Muppidi. He said that student-teacher interactions should be more than just being fed
content and being told what courses to take.
Muppidi plans to work one-on-one with
students and hopes to show them that they
can come to him in times of doubt. This goes
along with his plan to make sure each student
has a mentor, which they can connect with
and look to as a role model.
Muppidi also has had a lot of hands-on
experiences, working out of the country with
nonprofit organizations and big time Bollywood stars.
One of his past projects includes his documentary, “Seeing the Scientific Light,” which
was funded by a NASA grant. He said that he
was able to be granted this opportunity because of his collaborative nature.
Muppidi joined this project along with
two other men, and the project ended up receiving the $45,000 grant.
“The object of the space grant is to popularize NASA’s work,” he said, talking about
what inspired him to join. “That is where I saw
an opportunity.”
He said that he knew he had the skills
needed to make this documentary great, so he
put himself out there and said “Let’s make this
documentary.”
Muppidi plans to bring more of these
hands-on opportunities to the Harrington
School. He said that he will integrate experiential learning into the Harrington curriculum
by creating more internship opportunities and
out-of-classroom studies.
He plans to set students up for success by
taking the school beyond the boundaries of
traditional education by incorporating “critical thinking and problem-solving life skills that
will allow students to adapt.”
Jacob Groshek, an associate professor in
the department of emerging media studies
at Boston University and the endowed Ross
Beach chair of emerging media research at
Kansas State University, was the third candidate to host a forum this week.

During his experience in higher education, Groshek has learned that one of the most
important factors for student success is extracurricular opportunities. Bringing attention
to these programs would be one of Groshek’s
main objectives.
“It is so important for [students] to have
engagements, to be able to bring work to the
industry and of course to build portfolios and
networks,” he said. “In this directorship, I
would make sure that the student groups and
organizations have the support they need in
terms of resources, whether that be financial
or in terms of connections.”
According to Grosheck, the Harrington
School is at a point of growth that he intends
to continue. He said that his experiences as an
international scholar will allow the school to
partner with a great array of organizations.
At the graduate level, Grosheck has an
“ambitious but doable” plan to build new programs that can be completed online or in a hybrid format. He hopes that these opportunities
will better students’ experiences studying at
Harrington.
“It’s all the more important now to build a
curriculum that speaks to far broader concerns
and interests than the prototypical graduate
program so that students become academicians,” he said. “I have the general viewpoint
of allowing students, staff, colleagues and
others to really follow their passions and take
ownership of the work they are doing.”
In regards to student communication,
Grosheck said he has always preferred an
“open door policy,” saying that most great
ideas at any university are initially proposed by
students. He proposed town hall meetings, coffee shop discussions and interactive events to
involve students in the University’s decisions.
“I have every intention of being on campus as much as possible, and I think that this
sort of visibility and open invitation will go a
long way towards helping me to be the most
effective director I can be,” he said.
Students who attended any of these forums are asked to fill out this form with their
feedback of the candidates.
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Leah Popovic | Staff Reporter

“The Devil’s Highway,” by Pulitzer Prize-nominated author Luis Alberto Urrea, tells the harrowing story
of a group of Mexican immigrants and their journey
across the Arizona desert.
Urrea discussed his life experiences and perspectives with the University of Rhode Island community
during the annual Spring Humanities Festival. URI’s
Center for the Humanities welcomed him last Thursday, April 8, after postponing the event from the spring
2020 semester due to COVID-19.
Urrea discussed his childhood and how he grew up
in a California barrio, a predominantly Spanish-speaking community, with his parents who immigrated from
Tijuana. He inherited his mother’s Irish-looking genes
and struggled as an outcast in his neighborhood.
Because of this, reading became Urrea’s outlet,
which then sparked his interest in writing.
“I spent a lot of my time in our sad little apartment
reading,” he said. “Thank god for Tarzan comic books,
Batman and Superman.”
While his mother encouraged him to consume
English literature, Urrea’s father exposed him to the
Spanish language. He described his home as “linguistic border patrol,” where he learned both Spanish and
English over the years.
Urrea went on to be the first person in his family
to attend college. He studied at the University of Colorado Boulder and the University of California San Diego. He explained that some of his greatest experiences
involved writing with brilliant professors who revealed
even more about Spanish and Mexican literature to
him.
Urrea said that he would not be a writer today
without the help of Ursula K. Le Guin, a fantasy and
science-fiction author best known for her “Earthsea”
series, who first bought and published his work.
“[Le Guin] guided me,” he said. “She started my
career, and she was the presence that gave me wings in

so many ways.”
He was then given the opportunity to teach at
Harvard University, where he brought classroom communities together through writing. Urrea engaged with
students on a personal level, especially diverse students
studying writing.
According to Urrea, these parts of his background
were pivotal in shaping him to be the writer that he is
today. Although his parents never got to see him publish
any work, he writes to make others feel represented.
“I thought, ‘If all of these people can tell these
stories about all of these topics, I can make stories to
represent all the parts of my history,’” he said.
Center for the Humanities Director Evelyn Sterne
and a team of nine faculty members chose Urrea for
this event because of his prominent work pertaining to
border and immigration policies in the United States.
Urrea is known for writing notable pieces of poetry, fiction and nonfiction literature.
Sterne said that Urrea seemed like a very exciting
fit for the event as he could address current issues in
America.
“He’ll be able to speak in a really authoritative
way about the plight of undocumented workers as they
cross the border trying to seek a better life,” she said.
“He’s an expert, having researched and studied [the
topic] and can demonstrate the broader importance of
the humanities.”
At the end of the lecture, Urrea answered questions from the audience.
He stressed that his overarching message in his
writing is that all of humanity must see one another as
equals. He said that the border must be “redefined” to
ease rampant tensions between the United States and
Central American nations.
“We’re all migrants and immigrants here,” he said.
“A lot of [solutions] start far from our border.”
Sterne thanked the College of Arts and Sciences,
the Office of the Provost and the Honors Program for
sponsoring and publicizing this event.
URI’s Center for the Humanities also presented
two Humanities Excellence Awards during this event
to one undergraduate and one graduate student who
have made exceptional contributions to the subject.
Anna Snyder and Elizabeth Foulke were acknowledged
and honored for their work.
To view a recording of this Spring Humanities
Event, visit the URI College of Arts and Sciences Youtube channel.
PHOTO CREDIT: latimes.com

New president - Continued from Page 1
community on behalf of the Chair of the Board of
Trustees Margo Cook, diversity, equity and inclusion
are other areas that will be “central” to Parlange’s
leadership.
In a public forum on March 30, Parlange said
that improving student diversity starts with looking at
admissions. In the interview with the Cigar, he noted
that universities in Australia and Canada don’t focus
as much on test scores when considering students for
admission.
“Those [scores] often reflect the privileged opportunities that some students are able to have,” he
said. “We want to be able to have people from all different walks of life, and what we have found is that
everybody can succeed. Once they come, they can all
do great at the University.”
Parlange said that in his experiences at other
universities they have been able to “significantly improve” gender and racial diversity in student applications through community outreach.
In his previous positions at other schools including the University of California, Davis and his current position at Monash, he has been involved in programs where undergraduate students mentor high
school students in areas where few students attend
university.
He said that search committees for faculty must

be “diverse and inclusive” and committee members
must receive “quite a bit” of training. The way job
advertisements are written is another factor that impacts the applicant pool, from what he has seen in his
previous roles.
“We write the advertisements [to be] very much
more open, we don’t want to write job ads that look
like us,” Parlange said. “ We want to be able to be
more open and welcoming.”
While Parlange will not be arriving in Rhode Island until late June or early July, he is looking forward
to getting to know the Rhody community virtually.
“I’m quite looking forward to being on campus.
I really want to find out people’s hopes, their dreams,
what are the big issues,” he said. “I think it’s going to
be very important to spend time with the state government and with industry businesses, communities
and community leaders because I think that everybody can be part of the University of Rhode Island.”
He said he’s been following the sports teams and
other campus events, and that he wants the community to know that he’s very friendly and approachable, “even though I always wear a tie.”
Parlange’s tenure as University president will
officially begin on Aug. 1. Current president David
Dooley was originally going to retire in June but has
agreed to stay on until Parlange takes over.
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Aidan Markward | Contributing Reporter

During this week’s meeting, the University of Rhode Island’s
Student Senate voted on committee chair nominations for the
standing committees in the Senate.
Katie Siegle, Kyra Shindler, Grace Kiernan, Angelica Tyson
and Emily Gamache were elected as Student Organizations, Academic Affairs, External Affairs, Cultural Affairs and Campus
Affairs chairwomen, respectively.
The Student Senate spent a majority of their time this week
listening to the commencement speech candidates for the University’s class of 2021 commencement ceremony.
The Senate was joined by nine potential candidates, all of
whom presented their speeches. The Senate will vote on the candidates and decide who will deliver their speech for the commencement ceremony on the weekend of May 21.
Kevin Lopes ‘05, co-chairman of the University’s mural committee, joined the Senate this week to provide an update on the
murals’ progress. Located in the Memorial Union, the murals
have been covered until a decision is made to remove or keep
them.
Lopes thanked the Senate for the feedback he has already
received and asked for more student feedback.
“We have a number of options and ideas on the mural,” Lopes
said. “We did not want to move forward with the decision-making
process without hearing from as many students as possible.”
According to Lopes, an email will be sent out to students and
faculty asking for feedback on the mural in the next few weeks.
Any feedback about the murals can be emailed to muralfeedback@etal.uri.edu.
Campus Recreation Director Jodi Hawkins thanked the Senate for their $25,000 donation to partially fund the construction
of an outdoor wellness center on campus at this week’s meeting.
You can read more about this on page one.
Coordinator for Intramural Sports Sean Butler announced
that the Tootell West Gymnasium will be converted into a practice facility for the Men’s and Women’s Basketball teams.
“The Men’s and Women’s Basketball teams have gotten approval for a basketball-only practice facility,” Butler said. “Right
now, the Tootell West Gymnasium is used for intramural sports
and recreational activities.”
According to Butler, multiple groups will be displaced by the
implementation of a new practice facility. Converting the gymnasium into a practice facility will be funded by private donations.
He also mentioned that the entire Tootell Gymnasium will no
longer be open for student use in fall 2022.
The Keaney Gymnasium will become open for intramural
sports and other activities, according to Butler. Campus Recreation is also working on ways to utilize the Mackal Field House to
support displaced groups.
The Senate also passed a bill providing a financial benefits
package to the newly recognized Timmy Global Health and Music Boosters clubs. According to the bill, these student organizations will receive $100 during the 2021-2022 fiscal year.
The bill passed with 18 votes.
Siegle reflected on the work her committee has done over the
past year.
“We have recognized 11 new organizations on our campus,
held six president’s meetings, went through stipend review and
re-recognized 106 clubs,” Siegle said. “I’m looking forward to
continuing the work we have done this year.”
Senator Miranda Duarte announced that Progreso Latino, an
organization supporting Rhode Island’s Latino and immigrant
communities, is hosting a free COVID-19 vaccination event for
people of color over the age of 16 on Saturday. More information
is available at progresolatino.com.
The next Senate meeting will be held next Wednesday at 6:30
p.m.
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University students face scammer in search for housing
Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

Multiple students at the University
of Rhode Island have been scammed by
a fake housing opportunity while searching for off-campus housing for the 202122 academic year.
The fake landlord, using the alias
Pete N. Reum, created a Facebook post
on the URI Housing, Sublets and Roommates group offering students the opportunity to rent a one-to-two bedroom
apartment at 10 Rolens Drive in Kingston, Rhode Island.
In a Facebook conversation with a
URI student, Reum claimed that the rent
for the two bed, two bath apartment was
$1,500 a month and the single bedroom
would only be $750 a month. Along
with the promise that the apartment is
fully furnished and the rent would include all utilities, the apartment seemed
like a steal to many students looking for
off-campus housing.
Between Narragansett’s housing ordinance, which limits rentals to no more
than three college students, and the University getting rid of most triples, many
returning students have been struggling
to find housing for the next academic
year.
Kendall Bousquet, a sophomore at
URI, said that she has been “voraciously” searching for a place to live next year
with her boyfriend to live in next year.
She said that the intensity of this search
came from the fact that she and her boyfriend lost their housing assignments this
past academic year and were forced to go
fully online for their courses.
When a cheap, “great-looking”
apartment became available, she jumped
at the opportunity. However, after brief-

ly speaking to Reum, Bousquet said that
she knew it was a scam.
The landlord claimed that the apartment is located in the Tower Hill Landings complex. However, Bousquet had
just visited that same apartment complex
the day before she messaged Reum.
“The second he sent me it, I knew
something was up,” she said. “It was
the exact same address as the place we
had visited the day prior, and after both
meeting the owner and knowing that the
pictures he sent were nearly the complete opposite of what their apartments
looked like, I knew it was a scam.”
Bousquet immediately called him
out and reported him to Facebook.
“He blocked me instantly, and I reported him to Facebook, but yet, against
my better judgment, I didn’t make a post
in the [Facebook] group,” she said. “As
you know, there are many others who unfortunately got scammed out of a ton of
money, and some who have even showed
up to Tower Hill expecting to move in.
My heart aches for everyone involved.”
Eman Khawja also posted to the
Facebook group about their unfortunate
experience with the fake housing opportunity.
After posting a brief description
about the landlord and his offering, she
told the group, “we signed the lease, he
took my money and isn’t responding to
my messages and has blocked me on
[Facebook]. I filed a police report, and
last time I checked, he left this group.”
Others in the Facebook group have
added to this thread, saying that the
same thing has happened to them. People have also said that this scam is taking
place outside of Rhode Island at other universities, including Pennsylvania

State University, where Reum posted in
a similar group.
Skylar Santa Barbara, a junior at
URI, said that she was also approached
by the scammer. Luckily for her, she did
not respond to his inquiry as she “didn’t
like” the property. However, she did see
this same property being posted multiple
times under different Facebook users.
Dawn Viola, a parent of a student
looking for housing, said that she had an
interaction with the scammer as well but
under a different name on Facebook.
“I had exchanged Facebook messages with him regarding a property, but we
were just looking at the time,” Viola said.
“I declined when he asked if I wanted to
secure the apartment.”

Viola said that he used the name
Robert Tarani. All information has been
passed along to the police and those who
have experienced this scam, or others,
are encouraged to contact the police
with information.
According to police Detective Lt.
Montafix W. Houghton IV at the South
Kingstown Police Department, the housing scam is actively under investigation.
At this point, details on the investigation
aren’t available, but more information
will become available later in the course
of the investigation.
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Rainville - Continued from Page 1
being in research can be really difficult, and I really appreciate the mentorship my lab has given me to be able
to give back to others,” Pajarillo said in her acceptance
speech.
Her fellow finalists included Naleen Camara ‘21 and
Annika Fisher ‘21.
Chang ‘21, a communicative disorders major from
Cranston, Rhode Island, was the recipient of the Student Leadership Award. Chang, a veteran, became the
president of the Student Veteran’s Organization shortly
after joining in 2018. He helped grow the organization
from 30 members to over 80.
In his acceptance speech, Chang thanked Rachael
Garcia, assistant director of veteran affairs and military
programs at URI, as well his wife and daughter for motivating him to come back to school and “do more with
his life and his service.”
His fellow finalists included Raquel Ortiz ‘21 and
Yeury Liriano ‘21.

Diversity Dialogues, a student organization that
facilitates workshops on diversity, equity and inclusion
on campus, was the recipient of the Team Excellence
Award. Thus far, the group has educated over 1,500 students at URI on social justice issues, including other organizations and academic programs such as Greek Life,
URI 101 and education majors.
Maya Moran ‘21, one of the founders of Diversity Dialogues, thanked the Office of Community, Equity
and Diversity in her acceptance speech, for helping the
team make their idea come to life.
“We’re really happy that our voices and our initiatives and our mission is getting out there,” Moran said.
“I hope that seeing us be the recipients of this award
really shows [that] this work is very important, and it
needs to continue to happen beyond the time that we
graduate and for the next however many years we need
this to keep being talked about.”
The organization’s fellow finalists included the Cam-

pus Recreation Stream Team and the IT Help Desk.
In 2020 the Rainville Awards had to pivot to a social media format because of COVID-19, according to
Assistant Director of the Office of Student Involvement
Maureen McDermott. This year’s ceremony was held on
April 13 with a small group in the Memorial Union Ballroom, as well as a live stream option for those at home.
In addition to highlighting the achievements of URI
students and student organizations, McDermott also
congratulated and highlighted the achievements of President David Dooley as he prepares for retirement.
“As he completes his tenure this June with his retirement, I wanted to take a moment to share a few of his
many accomplishments, including over $900 million in
infrastructure improvements … an increase in student
retention, and an increase in diversity of our faculty and
student population and expanded our partnerships with
the international higher education,” McDermott said.

Outdoor wellness center - Continued from Page 1
students, faculty and guests can gather outdoors to eat, study and relax.”
Ramsay explained that the Senate
still had money left over due to the lack of
projects that have been done this year. She
wanted to use this money to do something
nice for the students who made it through
this year.
They originally considered constructing some sort of statue, but after talking to
Campus Recreation and the Office of Student Involvement, they decided on funding
this project as the plans for it had already

been initiated.
While the funding has just been passed,
Baccari said that the plans for the center,
including its budget and confines, are not
yet fully determined.
Since the Senate just passed this bill,
they will have to rework the funding from
the old plans to reflect the Senate’s funding,
as well as funding from other sources outside of the Senate. Baccari hopes to finalize
this information by the end of the week.
At the meeting where the bill was passed,
Senator Randy Urena said that Student

Senate’s donation will cover half of the
construction costs.
The project will be affiliated with the
Anna Fascitelli Fitness and Wellness Center
to help give students space outside where
they can enjoy the campus and relax.
While Baccari said that it is premature
to discuss the specific plans of the project,
Ramsay was able to offer some information
on what could be constructed.
This space could include an outdoor
pavilion with tables and chairs and will include an area for meditation. While the lo-

cation for this has not been confirmed yet,
Ramsay noted that there is free space near
the top of campus that they will consider.
Ramsay said that this is the perfect
tribute to the difficult year since the Senate
did not have many opportunities to hold
outdoor activities for the students.
“What’s more perfect than a year in
COVID where if you had to gather, it had
to be outside,” she said. “It will be a perfect
way to give back for generations of URI
students to come, where they can enjoy an
outdoor space together.”

COVID-19
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Johnson & Johnson vaccine recalled,
R.I. to open appointment eligibility to all adults
Nicole Wagner | Managing Editor

The state of Rhode Island has paused the use of the
Johnson & Johnson COVID-19 vaccine, but eligibility
for vaccinations in the state will open to those age 16
and older on Monday, April 19.
Students can set up their COVID-19 vaccination
dates at state-run sites on vaccinateri.org or with retail
pharmacies such as Walmart, CVS and Stop & Shop,
according to Rhode Island Department of Health
(RIDOH) spokesperson Annemarie Beardsworth.
With a high demand for vaccines, Beardsworth said
it may take a few days to get a vaccination appointment.
However, the “regular turnover” of appointments allows for more to open up daily.
“[It is] common here and in other states, people
make appointments at multiple places because even
though we tell people that once you make an appointment there is a dose that has your name on it, people
are making multiple appointments,” Beardsworth said.
“So once they do get vaccinated, they cancel the other
appointments.”
Once canceled, these appointments become available to the public for other people to get vaccinated.
For out-of-state students looking to schedule a vaccination appointment, Beardsworth said if you receive
your first dose of vaccine in Rhode Island, there is a
second dose for you if you return to the state once the
three or four week period between doses has elapsed.
Beardsworth also encourages students to get vaccinated in their home states if they are not able to get
vaccinated while in Rhode Island.
As of April 13, Rhode Island has given 708,530 doses of COVID-19 vaccines. According to Beardworth, so
far 309,622 people have been fully vaccinated.

GRAPHIC CREDIT: Kendall Bousquet

“It has taken an immense amount of organization
and coordination to make all of this happen, with everything from staffing all of the vaccination sites, ensuring
vaccine availability and all of the technical things like
with our pre-registration system,” Beardsworth said.
He said Rhode Island has paused its administration
of the Johnson & Johnson vaccine per national recommendation, while the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) evaluate the six cases of blood clots in recipients.
RIDOH had 2,000 doses of the Johnson & Johnson
vaccine in this week’s allocation, according to Beardsworth, and was able to cover any appointment made
for this vaccine with a dose of either a Moderna or Pfizer vaccine.
“We want to underscore for people that, yes, these
are very serious adverse events, but they are also very
rare,” Beardsworth said. “We don’t want to downplay
them because, for those affected, it’s obviously very serious, but we also want people to understand that this
is six cases in the millions of doses that have been administered.”
As of April 12, more than 6.8 million doses of the
Johnson & Johnson vaccine have been administered in
the United States, according to CDC data. Of the approximately 31,500 Rhode Islanders that have received
this vaccine, Beardsworth said RIDOH has not had any
reports of adverse reactions.
The Johnson & Johnson vaccine is under evaluation, but the Pfizer and Moderna vaccines are other viable options for vaccination. According to the Medical
Director of Health Services at the University of Rhode
Island Dr. Chris Nasin, the efficacy rates for the Pfizer
and Moderna vaccines are 95 percent, but they may be

lower with new COVID-19 variants.
Pfizer and Moderna use messenger RNA vaccines,
which use a biochemical recipe that the cell takes up,
creates a spike protein and excretes it into the extracellular space which creates the antibody response, according to Nasin. He clarified that these mRNA vaccines do
not interact with your cell’s DNA nor change it. This
type of vaccine has been used for over 20 years and is an
“incredibly safe” and “incredibly efficacious” strategy,
according to Nasin.
While the vaccines are not 100 percent effective,
Nasin said the 5 percent who might still contract the
disease will have a very mild course, which will help prevent overwhelmed health care infrastructure.
“I honestly think it’s the only way we’ll get back to
a sense of normalcy,” Nasin said. “If we can do a really
good job of vaccinating our community later this spring
and over the summer, I think the fall will be much more
normal.”

Vaccines will soon be available to everyone in Rhode Island.
PHOTO CREDIT: healio.com
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Brown Bag Seminar tells story of performance art, War on Drugs
Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

The final installment of this semester’s Brown
Bag Series evaluated how Violeta Luna, through performance art, explores the fatal effects of the War on
Drugs and its influence on the relationship between the
United States and Mexico.
The discussion, titled “A Performance to Re-member: Violeta Luna’s ‘Réquiem Para una Terra Perdida,” a Tribute to the Victims of the U.S.-Mexico War
on Drugs,” led by Spanish professor William Stark, focused on the symbolic aspects of performance artist
Violeta Luna’s pieces.
According to Britannica, performance art is a
time-based art form that typically features a live presentation to an audience or onlookers, and draws on
such art as acting, poetry, music, dance or, in Luna’s
case, painting.
“I just feel she needs to have more exposure,” said
Stark. “More people need to hear about her and learn
about performance art.”
Stark’s presentation focused on this one performance, which translates to “Requiem for a Lost Land.”
He became passionate about Luna’s performances after meeting and speaking with her about them in 2016.
The performance tells the story of the disproportionate effects the War on Drugs has had on the United
States and Mexico, according to Stark. Since 2010, he
said that drug-related crimes in Mexico have greatly
increased and over 50 percent of homicides in Mexico
since then have been determined to be drug-related.
He also pointed out the clear divide between the
U.S. and Mexico that Luna portrays in her performances, such as the divide between English and Span-

ish, with English always coming first, and north and
south.
“Drug cartels have been responsible for the mass
deaths of Mexican citizens,” Stark said. “The streets
have become battlefields and people have been buried in mass graves. [This performance] is in order to
reclaim the identities of the people buried in the mass
graves in order to ‘re-member’ them (with a hyphen) in
the sense that something is being put back together.”
Stark showed photos and explained how Luna does
this through her performance. She dresses in a white
smock and draws a line on stage with a white, powdery substance, which represents the divide between
the U.S. and Mexico. Then, she paints her arms and
hands white, sits with her nose to the floor and flips
her hair over. At this point, she cannot see and begins
to place headshots of victims from the War on Drugs
on her head.
This action is symbolic of how citizens are often murdered and decapitated by drug cartels, which
is Luna’s way of reconnecting the bodies with their
heads, according to Stark. She ends the performance
by putting fake blood on herself and removes the white
smock, leaving it on the floor, representing a crime
scene.
The topics that Stark talked about in this discussion
tie in with the curriculum for GWS 350: Gender and
Sexuality in Latin America, run by professor Kathleen
McIntyre, the associate director of the University of
Rhode Island’s Honors Program and a member of the
Board of Directors for the Center for the Humanities.
McIntyre said that the Brown Bag Series had a
very special quality different from other seminars at
the University.

“It’s important for the community at URI, but also
Americans to know that all the violence is not solely
Mexico’s fault,” McIntyre said. “For example, there
are many guns in Mexico, but these guns came from
America. And yes, there are a lot of drugs in Mexico
but that is because of the great demand for drugs in
America.”
As Americans, McIntyre said it is important to
look into why this demand is so high and how we can
reduce it, to reduce the amount of damage and deaths
from the War on Drugs.

A talk by Spanish Professor William Stark rounded off the final discussion of this semester’s Brown Bag Seminar. PHOTO CREDIT: uri.edu

Faculty Senate shares mental health resources with students
Executive Committee members encourage “compassion” for students, faculty
Liz Fusco | Staff Reporter

The University of Rhode
Island’s Faculty Senate has been
working to address student mental health this academic year in
an effort to maintain morale and
prevent fatigue.
According to an article published by Stanford University in
February, “Zoom fatigue” is a
common problem students are
facing and many students are
burnt out. The COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the mental
health of many, including students and faculty members, over
the past year.
Audrey Cardany, a professor
in URI’s music department and
vice chair of the Faculty Senate,
said that student mental health
has been a priority for faculty
this school year.
“If you look back at [meeting] minutes, you’ll see a constant call for compassion,”
Cardany said. “We’ve sent out
emails of resources to faculty
and students.”
Some of these resources are
easy to access, like using the URI
Counseling Center and the Student Affairs website. Cardany
said that even though students
are given these resources as tools
during orientation and their first
year, many forget about them by
the time that they are struggling
at the University. This is why it
is important that faculty consistently remind students of what
resources they can use.

According to her, faculty
members have been diligent in
watching students in case they
fall into difficult times. This includes watching for significant
absences, which is one of the
most common signs of a decline
in a student’s mental health.
“Even without the pandemic, one of the markers of
folks having a hard difficulty is
non-responsiveness,” Cardany
said. “Like, if I send a student
an email, and I don’t get a response in a reasonable time, say,
24 hours to two days. Absenteeism is a strong factor. We know
staying focused is very hard
right now. It’s hard for [faculty] to maintain having
students’ focus as well
right now.”
H o w e v e r,
Cardany says
the
Faculty
Senate
has
been determined to help
students in every
way possible right now, including working with the Student Senate to communicate
with students themselves.
Though Cardany said the
Faculty Senate cannot grant
days off for students and faculty, they have had joint meetings
with the Student Senate where
they spoke about the possibilities of promoting no-homework days as well as mental
health days. Cardany also said
a joint message written by both

the Faculty Senate and Student
Senate about the importance of
prioritizing mental health was
sent to faculty and students in
the community.
However, many students
are still struggling
and feeling the
pressures of
this semester.

Dina
Louis, a junior triple
majoring
in English,
Chinese and secondary education, said that she doesn’t think
the University has done enough
for students dealing with the
obstacles that COVID-19 has
brought.

“As a student who lives on
campus, I don’t see much happening in terms of mental health
during a pandemic,” said Louis. “Even though the pandemic
made it difficult for students to
interact with one another, many
people, including myself, did
not have roommates, and
so all day I was by myself
in a large dorm meant
for three people. I
stare at a screen all
day with no purpose
to leave other than
to go eat, and the
only method I found
effective was having a
support group

lose track of the importance of
mental health,” Cardany said.
“I think we’ll continue looking
at mental health because the
health of our community is important. If you’re having a hard
time, just start with yourself. All
you have to do right now is just
breathe.”
PHOTO CREDIT: suicideforum.com

Resources:
URI Counseling
Center:
401.874.2288
Suicide
Prevention
Lifeline:
1.800.273.8255

of friends in isolation.”
Cardany said that the Faculty Senate’s focus on mental
health will last far longer than
the pandemic.
“I don’t think we’re going to

URI Health
Services:
401.874.2246
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Center for ethics, public service
looks to expand initiatives
Allie Shinskey | Contributing Reporter

The John Hazen White Sr. Center for Ethics
and Public Service is looking to expand its initiatives
to better serve students at the University of Rhode
Island and the local community.
According to Marc Hutchison, the director of
the Center and chair of the political science department at the University of Rhode Island, the mission
of the organization is to promote and train people
on ethics and supporting public service.
It was first established in 1995 with the intent
of helping to provide ethics training workshops to
Rhode Island state employees, but since then, the
state has begun providing its own ethics training to
employees.
“We needed to pivot [into a] new direction and
we've been doing that,” Hutchison said. “I've taken
on the directorship to kind of reorient the Center
within its mission to try and think about what we're
doing now in the 21st century… It's an exciting time
in the Center.”
Hutchison has served as director for the past
two years. One of the major ways Hutchison said
the Center is looking to put its name out there is by
getting more involved in the Honors Colloquium.
Cheryl Foster, the associate director of the URI
Honors Program, has been involved with the Center
since its founding. She said that it has an ongoing
commitment with the Honors Colloquium to sponsor one speaker during each series.
“So much has changed in society in the last few
years that we thought this was a good time to really
step back and really look at who you are is now, what
our students are like today and what the interface
between the public good and the role of the URI
students would be going forward,” Foster said.
The Center has also been increasingly involved
in further developing URI’s curriculum to reflect its
values of ethics and public service. Foster said that a
great example of this has been the grand challenge
courses that URI requires as a part of general education requirements.
Foster said the biggest evolution the program
has had since its founding is that it is far more inclusive of the student side of ethics and public service
than it was at the beginning.
The Center is also partnering with the Rhode

Summer study
abroad canceled,
fall remains unclear
Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

Marc Hutchison. PHOTO CREDIT: uri.edu

Island Ethics Commission to create a research fellowship for students to take part in, according to
Hutchison. While this is an unpaid internship, students will receive a $5,000 stipend from the Center
for their participation.
He also talked about other upcoming programs
from the Center, including continuing faculty workshops to help faculty members with implementing
ethics and public service into their curriculums.
They will be funding these workshops for the next
two summers at least.
Hutchison said that despite requiring faculty
members to implement ethics and public service into
their curriculum, many faculty members had not
done a good job integrating these into their courses. According to him, that is why these faculty workshops were designed.
Foster said that organizations like the Center are
important for society because as they practice what
bigger institutions preach.
“I think it's quite common for people to pay lip
service to things like ethics and being a good citizen,”
she said. “We see that all the time, people have mission statements and people put out big statements
and it's all very impressive. We're actually providing
vectors for people to enact ethical behaviors, and to
enact being a good citizen by volunteering or engaging in public service. And I'm really proud of that.”

While many students look
forward to studying abroad in
college, COVID-19 has made it
almost impossible for students
to do so over the past year.
Since the COVID-19 pandemic began, all study abroad
programs have been canceled.
Although nothing is set in
stone, according to the Vice
Provost for Global Initiatives at
the University of Rhode Island
Gifty Ako-Adounvo, a decision
should be made as to whether
or not fall study abroad programs will be running by May
1, 2021.
“In order to make the best
decision, we consult with URI
faculty and program directors,”
Ako-Adounvo said. “Since
health and safety is our top priority, we also monitor information from the Center for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC),
the World Health Organization
(WHO) [and] the United States
Department of State.”
Summer study abroad programs have already been canceled, as well as programs to
New Zealand and Australia that
had a July 2021 start date. Advisors are still helping students
plan for the fall semester, but
making sure they have a solid
backup plan in place if study
abroad plans fall through.
“We’re certainly moving
forward with advising students
for fall, but with the caveat that
they need to know that it’s tentative at this point and we won’t
know more until May 1,” said
Michelle Carrara, an international education advisor at
URI.
Some students have decided to take part in alternative
study abroad programs that are
being offered by the University. One of these programs is a
virtual study option that allows
students to study with international students, without even
leaving their homes during the
pandemic.

“These programs allow students to take courses at overseas
universities with an overseas
cohort, still interacting with an
international population, but
from home,” Carrara said.
Studying abroad is an important experience for many
students at URI. It is especially important for students in the
International Studies and Diplomacy Program, who are required to study abroad for two
semesters before they graduate
from the University. Since the
program is so new to the University it has been difficult for
faculty, who have had to adjust
their plans many times.
Other political science majors are not required to study
abroad, but many of them
choose to anyway. Since study
abroad hasn’t been available,
many students have had to rearrange their schedules and push
their study abroad plans back.
“We’ve had to move things
around from the normal course
people take that study abroad,”
Marc Hutchison, a professor
and the chair of the political science department, said.
“Normally, we would like to
send them their junior year,
and we’ve pushed a lot of those
back,”
According to Hutchison,
many of these students now are
planning on studying abroad
during their senior year, instead
of their junior year. He is hopeful that the University will have
some study abroad opportunities available to students in the
fall.
Many of the study abroad
opportunities for next semester
are still up in the air as of now.
These decisions are dependent
on what risks host universities
and international partners are
willing to take.
“It depends on what our
partners are willing to take, but
we are planning to do as much
as we can for fall study abroad,”
Hutchison said.

“These programs allow
students to take courses at
overseas universities with an
overseas cohort, still interacting
with an international population,
but from home.”
- Michelle Carrara,
international education
advisor
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Criminology professor refreshes curriculum,
looks at inequalities in justice system
Leah Popovic | Staff Reporter

Through her earnest work and research with criminology and social inequalities, associate professor Jill
Doerner has cultivated a classroom of enlightening opportunities at the University of Rhode Island.
Doerner received her Ph.D. in sociology from
Bowling Green State University where she focused
her studies on criminology and deviance. In 2008, she
began teaching classes at URI and now incorporates
issues of inequality into her courses, speaking to problems both within and outside of the criminal justice
system.
During her time at URI, Doerner has taught a variety of classes and helped to develop CCJ 332: Juvenile Justice. The course teaches students about different sectors of the juvenile justice system in the United
States.
Doerner was recently able to refresh this course by
adding new content focusing on how different demographics are treated within the juvenile justice system.
“I was able to add some additional information
about LGBTQ youth, which now is more of a well-developed area of research than when I taught the class
before,” she said. “We also look at other groups in the
juvenile justice system, specifically girls, who are not
talked about a lot.”
In addition to this course, Doerner has been involved with CCJ 403: Gender, Crime and Justice which
examines the sociological aspects of gender and crime.
She has also worked within the Honors Program and
four years ago ran the Honor’s Colloquium.
Doerner regularly teaches many of the introductory and capstone criminology and criminal justice (CCJ)
courses, which has made her a well-known professor in
the CCJ department. She also teaches many courses in
the sociology department, especially those cross-listed
between CCJ and sociology.
In 2014, Doerner was one of the leaders in the
creation of the CCJ program, which now has nearly
500 students majoring in it. She served as director of
the program until the spring 2020 semester and now
works as the associate director of the Honors Program.
This year will be the first that the CCJ program
will have its first full graduating class since it was developed. Doerner said that although it has been hard
work, she feels lucky to have been a part of the team.

“It’s been a ride filled with lots of hard work, but
it’s very rewarding to see how popular the major has
become,” Doerner said. “We’ve had some really excellent students go through our program.”
When she is not teaching courses, Doerner’s research has focused on many different areas of study.
Most recently, she has studied inequality in American
classrooms, a subject that deviates from her typical interests in criminology.
Doerner said that this research is important since
students must learn about inequality in the American
school system to reveal the realities to those who might
not recognize their privilege.
“Some students don’t have many experiences with
others who are unlike themselves,” she said. “I hope
to change their perspective on their position in society,
and possibly how privileged they are in comparison to
other students.”
In the past, Doerner has researched disparities between incarcerated individuals based on race, gender
and age. She said that criminal justice policies are not
always created equally across the prison population.
According to Doerner, minority communities often
face harsher treatment than other prisoners. Her findings show that people of color face more severe discipline when incarcerated, even if their misdemeanors
are the same as white criminals.
Older demographics also face detrimental effects
of some criminal justice policies, according to Doerner.
“Research says that the older you get, the less of
a risk you are to society,” she said. “So the question is,
should they still be incarcerated? Do they actually need
to be in prison, especially when it costs three times as
much to incarcerate an older offender?”
Doerner believes that these topics are important
for current students to study so that they become better-informed citizens.
She said that any changes to the criminal justice
system will not be initiated without the work of young
people.
“You guys are the future of the next generation, so
we need you in order to change things that you don’t
think should be happening,” Doerner said. “I feel like
my job is to educate people about where [policies]
came from, why we have gotten to this point and how
we can change?”
Junior Emma North is a double major in political

URI Associate Professor Jill Doerner was largely responsible for the
creation of the criminology and criminal justice major at URI, and
remains one of its most popular professors.
PHOTO CREDIT: Ethan Pellegrino | Staff Photographer

science and CCJ with minors in leadership studies and
digital forensics. She took CCJ 274: Criminal Justice
System with Doerner and also worked alongside her in
the Honors Program.
North feels inspired after every interaction she had
with Doerner and appreciates her genuine spirit.
“She’s so transparent and passionate, which is really apparent,” North said. “It’s clear that she really
wants to see her students succeed. She has shown me
that passion is the root of everything, and she makes
her class something that everyone wants to be passionate about.”
North spoke highly about Doerner’s dedication to
her work, especially as a new mother who still makes
herself available as a mentor to students. She encourages all students to look into Doerner’s research and
try to take one of her “illuminating” CCJ courses.

New term, same vice president
Madyson Ramsay enters second year of leadership
Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

After serving her first year as vice
president of the University of Rhode
Island’s Student Senate, Madyson
Ramsay, a junior political science major, was recently re-elected for a second
term as vice president.
Going into this year’s elections,
Ramsay was on the fence about running again for a second term as vice
president. She said that it can be hard
to juggle everything, but ultimately she
decided that she would run again as she
felt that she is a good fit for the role.
“I really did love the position last
year, and I felt like the position was
really for me,” Ramsay said. “I really love leadership positions and really
love working internally with the members.”
On top of her role in the Senate,
Ramsay has taken part in numerous
other committees at the University,
such as the Presidential Search Committee and the Honorary Degree Committee.
At the last Senate meeting, Bolu
Taiwo, the new president of the Student Senate, was confirmed along with

Ramsay. During her first term as vice
president, Ramsay served alongside
her older sister, former President Austyn Ramsay.
She,
along
with many other
veteran senators,
finished her tenure in the Senate
after the last meeting, where new
senators were confirmed. Because
of this, Madyson
Ramsay felt it was
important to stay
in her role as vice
president.
“We’re losing
a lot of really veteran senators and
so I felt like we
needed somebody
in that position
who was well versed in the position and
could really get the job done,” Ramsay
said.
Transitioning into her first term
as vice president last year was not
easy, as she came into the role right as

COVID-19 sent students home for the
remainder of the academic year. For
this reason, there were a lot of adjustments Ramsay had to make immediately.
From
this
experience,
she
gained a new sense
of
understanding and flexibility,
which are skills
she will be taking
with her in her
next term. While
Ramsay believes
we must still hold
ourselves accountable, she believes
now is the time for
understanding.
Ramsay
felt
as though these
adjustments that
she and the other
senators made because of the pandemic allowed them to grow as people and
senators over the past year.
“We’ve learned how to get things
done when we really have little resources,” Ramsay said. “We’ve also had to

be really creative.”
Ramsay hopes that during her next
term, there will be more in-person
events and more people will be back
on campus to attend those events. She
said that she has been looking forward
to being able to hold in-person events
again since there have been so few over
the past year.
Sarah Margolin, the director of information for the Senate last year, said
that she and Ramsay worked great together in her time as a part of the Senate and that she was a pleasure to work
with. She felt like Ramsay did so much
for the University and students during
her first term, and is sure that she will
continue to do so in her second.
“As the first Afro-Latina VP at the
University of Rhode Island, Madyson
is a force to be reckoned with and an
inspiration to all,” said Margolin.
The younger sister of
former URI Student Senate
President Austyn Ramsay,
Madyson Ramsay recently
won reelection as the
Vice President of that organization.
PHOTO CREDIT: uri.edu
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Student Entertainment Committee remains committed
to community through COVID-19 pandemic
Tara Roumes | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode Island’s Student Entertainment Committee (SEC) has
felt the effects of the pandemic on their membership and event planning, but have managed to put on multiple virtual and smaller
in-person events for students to enjoy.
SEC is a student-run organization that
plans different events on campus such as concerts, comedy shows, presentations and lectures. They are a self-described “organization
which provides the URI campus and community with diverse, broad-based programming that, in addition to increasing cultural
awareness, informs, educates and entertains.”
URI students have been encouraged to
participate in the events over the past year to
generate a more positive atmosphere during
the pandemic.
“SEC provided me with the stability I
needed to get out of the COVID funk,” said
senior Naleen Camara, the organization’s
retention and recruitment chair. “It helped
maintain the normalcy of a typical school
year.”
Camara’s role is to keep the morale up

and maintain steady communication with
members of the committee.
“A lot of our general membership consists of first-year students,” said Camara.
“They haven’t been in the loop of things due
to the pandemic, which took a huge hit on
our numbers.”
Many events the SEC had planned for
this year included food truck festivals, movie
nights and carnival games, all of which had
to be rescheduled according to Camara. One
of the biggest events, Springfest, consisting of
many interactive activities is currently being
hosted under COVID-19 restrictions.
“We continue to have our typical activities,” Camara said, “just modified for a
COVID-friendly environment.”
The committee has been following practices of pre-packaging goods for students and
allowing as many participants for events as
they can while following the capacity regulations.
On March 24, the committee hosted
one of their biggest events this year, a virtual
conversation with model, activist and actress
Hunter Schafer, best known for her role in
HBO’s “Euphoria.”

Scheduling events virtually has been a
challenge, especially when it comes to planning larger events. The SEC just recently announced singer Jason Derulo will be coming
to URI for a virtual concert on April 18.
“The committee I am involved in, VIP,
fell into a great rhythm of shouting out
names for a list and discussing who would be
the most popular among the student body,”
said Alexa Potamianos, vice president of the
VIP subcommittee.
Derulo, most known for his singing, has
also created a platform on TikTok making
him a hit. But with the pandemic, the concert
will be held virtually with a capacity of 1,000
URI students and community members.
Communication between the presidents
of each subcommittee, advisors and agencies
is what’s most important for ensuring virtual
events are set up correctly, according to Potamianos.
“There has definitely been a lot of success with the committee’s virtual events,” said
Potamianos. “I am so excited for next year.”
COVID-19 has made the planning of
events more difficult, but the SEC has high
hopes for next year and plans to hold in-per-

A life in the water: Scuba diving
student wins prestigious scholarship
Juliana Lepore | Contributing Reporter

Junior Myles Wagner is a scuba diver, ultimate frisbee captain, marine and cell and molecular biology student, and most
recently, the recipient of the 2021-22 Barry Goldwater Scholarship for STEM undergraduates.
Wagner, one of 410 undergraduates nationally that applied for this award, said it was a “huge honor” to receive the
scholarship.
The University of Rhode Island is only able to nominate
three students for this scholarship, according to the Director of
the Office of National Fellowships and Opportunities Kathleen Maher. Maher credits Wagner’s success to his research
and work ethic.
“Myles brings a seriousness of purpose with him, but also
humility and the ability to take constructive feedback, and I
think these are all things that benefited him greatly,” Maher
said.
In addition to his research, Maher said his class load made
him stand out as a notable applicant in a pool of many other
qualified candidates.
According to Wagner, it was becoming a certified scuba
diver at 15 years old that inspired him to study marine science
in college.
“Through [scuba diving], I found out a lot more about
some of the issues that are facing the ocean, and that was really the motivation for me to start studying marine biology and
have a career where I can make an impact on some of these
issues,” said Wagner.
Wagner said that his favorite experience throughout his
time at URI has been the work he’s done in assistant professor
of biological sciences Carlos Prada’s lab. He said that working
with Prada helped him learn about what being a researcher is
like and what a career in that field would look like.
According to Wagner, the staff and opportunities at URI
have had an impact on his successes in marine biology.
“URI was really good about really getting me involved in
research extremely early on in my undergraduate career,” he
said. “By second semester of my freshman year, I was already
in the lab extracting DNA from corals and doing really cool
research.”
In addition to all of his work in marine biology, Wagner is
involved in the Scuba Club and Ultimate Frisbee team at URI.
According to Maher, this aided him in receiving the Goldwater Scholarship, as these organizations showed that he is a
“well-rounded individual.”
“The scuba diving program has been a really good experience,” Wagner said. “I became a certified research diver last

semester, and I’m currently taking underwater photography,
which I’m really enjoying.”
Last year, Wagner was the recipient of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s Ernest F. Hollings
Scholarship. Winning this award helped him to better prepare
for the process of applying for the Goldwater scholarship, Maher said.
URI is the top producer of the NOAA Hollings Scholarship in the northeast, according to Maher, with 32 recipients
since 2009.
Winning the Goldwater Scholarship has been a highlight
of Wagner’s college career and has made an impact on his
future.
“Getting this scholarship really solidifies my confidence in
my ability to make an impact in the field and definitely has encouraged me to shoot high for graduate school,” Wagner said.

The most recent recipient of the Barry Goldwater Scholarship
who beat out over 400 other nominees nationwide, Myles
Wagner is an exemplary marine biology major.
PHOTO CREDIT: uri.edu

son events.
“As a first-year student, I have not experienced the comradery of a live show at the
Ryan Center, but I have heard it is electric,”
Potamianos said.
To stay updated and register for SEC’s
events, visit their Instagram page @urisec.
PHOTO CREDIT: rottentomatoes.com
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THIS WEEK AT URI Letter to the Editor:
THURSDAY, APRIL 15, 2021

LGBTQ+ IN STEM CLUB

8pm - 9pm • VIRTUAL MEETING • FREE

Our new club is dedicated to amplifying the voices of LGBTQ+ individuals in STEM! For the rest of the semester, we are facilitating and
fostering a safe community for LGBTQ+ individuals through interactive
games, trivia, and study groups!
Topic: LGBTQ+ in STEM
Time: This is a recurring meeting Meet on Thursdays from 8-9pm
Join Zoom Meeting: https://uri-edu.zoom.us/j/93660747014
Meeting ID: 936 6074 7014

FRIDAY, APRIL 16, 2021

FORENSIC SCIENCE SEMINAR SERIES

3:30pm - 5pm • BEAUPRE CNTR, RM 100 • FREE

Neil Clapperton, R.I. State Crime Lab, Firearms & Tool Mark Examinations. Seminar also live-streamed and recorded for watching later.

ANNUAL JURIED STUDENT EXHIBITION 2021
12pm - 4pm • FINE ARTS CENTER GALLERY •
FREE

URI’s 2021 Annual Juried Student Award Exhibition consists of artwork
by students enrolled in studio art classes chosen for their artistic excellence
by a visiting professional juror. Gallery hours 12-4pm April 15th-27th.

SATURDAY, APRIL 17, 2021

INTRAMURAL SPORTS CORNHOLE TOURNAMENT
2pm - 4pm • ATHLETICS • $2

Opt Outside and PLAY! This one-day tournament will give you time with
your friends to compete and have fun. Winners receive Championship
Shirts. 2 person teams, no experience necessary, URI students only.
Tournament Description: 12 team total, Single Elimination, $22 to sign up,
we refund $20 so long as you show up.
Register on IMLeagues.com/uri Wed. 4/7 @ 12pm untilFri. 4/16 @ 5pm.

SERVANT LEADERSHIP SYMPOSIUM
10am - 3pm • VIRTUAL • FREE

We are excited to offer a day-long Servant Leadership Symposium for URI
students focused on current and future servant leaders, that are interested in
building deeper connections in service and civic engagement.
This virtual Symposium will allow students to participate in interactive
workshops and training sessions facilitated by community and non-profit
leaders, faculty, staff, peers, and change agents, all related to civic responsibility and servant leadership. This will include a morning session on
Cultivating Antiracism & Community Partnership Development facilitated
by our partners at BreakAway (alternativebreaks.org). Register for the symposium on handshake at https://uri.joinhandshake.com/events/709110/
share_preview to receive the zoom link to join the symposium!

MONDAY, APRIL 19, 2021

THE POLITICAL INVISIBILITY OF ASIAN AMERICANS:
FIGHTING RACISM AND MISOGYNY
4pm - 5pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

Why have Americans only begun to speak up against anti-Asian racism after the tragedy in Atlanta? How has portrayals of the Asian community on
media affect all of us? What can we do to fight racist misogyny? Drawing
on Alexa Alice Joubin’s book Race, this presentation examines the history
of Asian Americans as an invisible minority; stereotypes that are framed
as “positive” but are actually harmful; and the intersection of racism and
misogyny. Register in advance for this meeting. After registering, you will
receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
meeting.

TUESDAY, APRIL 20, 2021

LEESON LECTURE:
CLIMATE CHANGE AND THE WAY FORWARD
1pm - 2pm • VIRTUAL EVENT • FREE

The climate crisis has taken on new urgency in Washington — from
proposed green job creation to significant changes in energy and climate
policies. What are the challenges for the Biden Administration as it moves
to advance its climate agenda? How will those policies affect you?
Join Metcalf Institute for a virtual Leeson Lecture to explore these issues
on April 20, at 1 p.m. ET, featuring Jody Freeman, the Archibald Cox
Professor of Law and director of the Environmental and Energy Law
Program at Harvard University.

Donna M. Hughes

It’s easy to attack and dismiss what an author
wrote when you misquote or distort what was said.
It’s called creating a strawman. The falsified version
of what was allegedly said is then easily attacked and
dismissed. It’s much harder to discuss a topic when
the author’s statements are accurately quoted.
In February, I wrote a feminist essay entitled
“Fantasy Worlds on the Political Right and Left:
QAnon and Trans-Sex Beliefs” that was published
on 4W.pub, a feminist website. I wrote that someone
cannot change their sex; nor is a person born in the
wrong body.
There have been a number of responses to my
essay, including a few that have been published in
The Cigar. There have been too many distortions,
mischaracterizations, and just plain inaccurate statements to go through each one. So, I’ll respond to
them in general.
The responses were ideologically driven instead
of factual. They lifted phrases and slogans from webpages. They rely on assertions, rather than anything
that would qualify as arguments. They used simplistic politicized and often inaccurate information,
based on cultural analyses, not science or medicine.
And worse, they are written as if accuracy and evidence didn’t matter as long as they have a pro-trans
opinion and they denounce me.
They use signaling words, which are words that
bias the reader even before they read the sentence.
For example, in Holdler & Kusz’s letter the word
“conservative” appears a number of times. This politically signals the reader to devalue the comment or
view it with prejudice. Yet, if one takes notice, I’m
a feminist in a women’s studies department and the
essay is published on a 4th wave feminist website.
First of all, let me give you more information on
the question of whether one can change their sex. I
refer you to the January 2021 statement in the Irish
Journal of Medical Science, “The Reality of Sex.”
The authors write: “We write as medical and biological professionals …. Human sex is an observable,
immutable, and important biological classification.”
Also, there is a compilation of information about biological sex differences for bones, muscles, chromosomes and gender on a website that summarizes the
anatomical and physiological differences between
males and females, and compares men and women’s
athletic performances and explains how they differ.
The website also outlines the determination of sex.
It emphasizes that there are only two sex chromosomes, X and Y. Although there are occasionally
chromosome number mistakes, that doesn’t mean
there are more than two sexes: male and female.
For people who think that they have the brain of
one sex and the body of the other, I recommend this
March 2021 “massive study” that found few differences between men’s and women’s brains.
Dr. Reumann wrote that my information on surgeries performed on trans people looked like it was
from 1960’s studies. Here is a March 2021, PubMed
article about surgical outcomes following gender affirming penile reconstruction. Out of 129 patients,

there were 281 complications requiring 142 revisions. The profiteers of the trans movement don’t
want us to talk about these permanently sterilizing
and disfiguring procedures. They want the truth
about this medical malpractice suppressed and have
told activists it is rude to discuss the surgeries.
Briefly, I want to address the claim that intersex
people prove there is a continuum of biological sex
between men and women. Intersex is a term for a
group of medical conditions, resulting from different
types of developmental abnormalities. People with
intersex conditions face a number of life challenges.
It is wrong to appropriate their lives for political arguments. Many intersex people are deeply offended
by how the transgender movement is using them.
Although there have been many distortions
and much misinformation about articles that I have
written, the most egregious is a statement released
by the GWS faculty in my department to the GWS
students. They wrote that I “dismiss race and intersectionality.” That’s a vicious lie about my work. I
have been writing and talking about racist and misogynistic stereotypes and exploitation of women,
particularly Asian women, used in pornography and
prostitution since the mid-1990s. I have written peer
reviewed papers on the sexual exploitation of Cambodian women on the Internet, the involvement of
U.S. military personnel in the trafficking of Korean women to the U.S, and the trafficking of North
Korean women in China, just to name a few. I was
heavily involved in lobbying to pass an anti-sex trafficking law in Rhode Island that has enabled the state
to shut down Asian massage parlors where many
Asian women are sexually exploited and trafficked.
I wrote several short research reports about this in
2009. The author(s) of the GWS statement are “colleagues,” so they know my work, yet Rosaria Pisa,
Chair of Gender and Women’s Studies Department,
distributed a statement that includes this blatant lie
about me.
I believe history will show that the hormonal and
surgical treatment of people who experience gender
or other dysphorias is the medical scandal of the
century. There is very big funding behind the transgender movement from billionaires and pharmaceutical and biomedical companies. Once a young person enters the hormone and surgery pipeline, they
are patients for life. It is enormously profitable to
convince people that they can change their sex.
For 30 years I have exposed the lies and opposed
the profiteers in the pornography and prostitution
rackets. No matter what anyone says about me or
tries to do to me, I will continue to expose those who
seek to profit by lying to vulnerable people. They
need therapy and love. They do not deserve to be lied
to about what will bring them peace so that powerful
economic interests can profit from exploiting them.
-- Donna M. Hughes
Eleanor M and Oscar M Carlson Endowed Chair
in Women’s Studies
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Ask Abbie: Spring flings Zoom fatigue: The newest
Abbie Judson | Contributing Reporter

Hello my sparkling, majestic primates. Serious question for you
all: is seltzer water a yes or a no? Do you like unsweetened carbonated water or do you think it is one of man's faulty creations? I have
a very strong opinion about sparkling water, however, I don’t want
to sway anyone on this extremely controversial topic so I will abstain
from answering. Send me a brain wave with your answer.
As someone who had an enemies-to-lovers trope relationship
with seltzer water and is currently in a state of euphoria as it runs
throughout my veins, I am feeling called to speak on — you guessed
it — romance. I feel as though I am always somewhat talking about
romance and love here, but what can I say? Venus, the planet of
love, rules me.
At this point in the year, your spring flings are probably well
underway. You made it past first base when you gave them a piece of
seaglass you found in your coat pocket. Second base was probably a
bit trickier, but don’t worry I know you passed it with flying colors
when you waited for the full moon, wrote both of your names on a
sticky note, sprinkled the paper with orange peels and lavender oil
before burning it under the moonbeams. Maybe you even made it to
third base and saved their number to your phone.
Wherever you are in your relationship, for all of us college students nearing finals season, change is on the horizon. When the
school year ends you may be returning to your home 200 miles away
as your lover stays in-state. Perhaps you have hefty plans for the summer or are on-track for having a (gender neutral) hot girl summer.
In one way or another, the end of the school year can bring
about a change in your love life. Now, the stage of wondering what is
to come next for you and your current romantic interest has surfaced
and the panic, or relief, may be setting in.
I speak on this as someone who has had some sort of romantic
interest, whether that be a relationship, fling or “thing” with four different people over the past four years at this time in the school year.
Whatever you want the outcome between you and your springtime
beau to be, I feel as though it is impossible not to wonder what is to
come after the academic year ends and summer ensues.
Personally, I think this time of year is one of the biggest tests for
relationships, especially at this stage in our life when so much uncertainty about the future revolves around our everyday life. Whatever
situation you may be in, I recognize that everyone is going to have
different experiences based on who they are with and where the relationship stands at this point in time.
If you read this far and are hoping for any advice, I apologize.
In a true Carrie-Bradshaw-from-“Sex and the City”-manner, I only
have thoughts and questions pertaining to the topic. However my
dearly beloved, I did manifest positivity for all of you on the new
moon a few days ago, so use that energy as you will. Air hugs!

COVID-19 symptom
Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

As the pandemic soars, students and colleagues
continue to log onto Zoom, but the recent rise in
video-chat communication has led to burnout and
consequences in users.
As a first-year university student, the pandemic
has had quite an effect on my schooling experience.
Most of my classes have been fully online, and I
spend my nights “Zooming” with members of my
sorority and organizations.
My friends and peers have had similar experiences to mine, and this has led to “Zoom fatigue”
within all of us. This burnout is associated with the
overconsumption of screen-time, and has been scientifically proven to have effects on the human mind
and body by the Stanford Virtual Human Interaction Lab.
Personally, I have noticed my own Zoom fatigue,
and have concluded that I experience the sleep problems that come with it.
I have always been a heavy sleeper, but I have
noticed that my sleeping habits have drastically
changed since the beginning of my first semester.
For example, in high school, I sat in the front row,
would actively participate in class, had almost perfect attendance and never once slept through a class.
However, now that I spend most of my classes on
Zoom, I end up falling asleep.
This isn’t something I’m proud of, but I have
been having trouble breaking this habit. Because my
classes are online, I spend most of my day looking
at screens between virtual classes, social media use,
homework and extracurriculars.
This has not only fueled my screen time and social media addiction, but it has allowed me to stay
in bed during my classes, further dwindling my motivation.
By the time I go to bed at night, which is usually
around 2 a.m., my average phone screen time comes
in at 8-10 hours, and that doesn’t even include the
time I spend on my laptop. I end up falling into a
deep sleep, causing sleeping through my alarms and
classes.
This has not only affected my grades but my
mental health as well. I know that I feel better when
I’m productive, but my Zoom fatigue has made it
hard to find the motivation to go to online classes,
especially when I would rather sleep and re-energize
myself for my homework and extracurricular activities.
According to the Stanford study, there are a few
causes for Zoom fatigue, and there are “simple” ways
to fix it. They suggest that video conference fatigue
is caused by reduced mobility, the highly intense eye
contact we have with the screens and ourselves and
the excessive cognitive load.

The study states that in order to combat the
consequences of screen time, we should take breaks
from socializing with others, looking at ourselves and
staring at the screen.
This can be done by taking the app off of fullscreen mode, by “hiding self-view,” by designating
an area to video conference in and by switching to
“audio-only” mode. This reduces the amount of
time we spend looking at and criticizing ourselves
and gives our eyes and brains a break.
Much like myself, other university students have
experienced the effects of Zoom fatigue.
Margaret Kenyon, a third-year student at the
University of Rhode Island, said that her study habits have changed since she has started taking online
classes.
“I feel like I don’t pay attention all of the time,
and it’s not that I don’t want to, it’s just that the material online is not engaging enough,” Kenyon said.
“It’s harder to take notes on Zoom, and I stay up a
lot later. Before, I was never behind on work, but
now I am all of the time.”
Another student, Ajani Cornelius said that he is
experiencing the effects of Zoom fatigue, as a firstyear football player.
“We got to wake up at 6 a.m. every day and
practice until noon, so by the time I get back to the
room and have class, it’s hard to stay awake,” he
said. “I doze off because I’m already in my room,
tired out and the classes just aren’t engaging.”
Although things are still subject to change, most
classes are planned to be in person next semester.
This will hopefully refresh our minds, give us some
motivation and help us rid ourselves of the newest
COVID-19 symptom: Zoom fatigue.
GRAPHIC CREDIT: Elizabeth Wong
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Zoom production
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Student short film
takes viewers back in
time with a twist

Jason Phillips | News Editor

Ashlyn Messier | Staff Reporter

The COVID-19 pandemic has forced theatres
to close their doors for over a year, but theatre students at the University of Rhode Island have not
been deterred, taking innovative approaches to
continue their education and passion for live theatre.
Last semester, URI theatre students put on radio plays, and this semester they held the filming of
their first in-person production in over a year. Now,
the department is working on their second show
this semester, but with a big twist: it’s all performed
over Zoom.
The production, “The Importance of Being
Earnest in a Pandemic,” is a completely digital version of Oscar Wilde’s 1895 play “The Importance
of Being Earnest.” Not only will this play be filmed
on Zoom, but it will also be fully rehearsed over
Zoom as well.
According to Molly O’Connor, a junior public
relations and theatre double major and the stage
manager for the production, it has been a learning
experience for everyone involved. She said that, at
first, it was difficult to get the actors to engage and
be open over Zoom like they would be in person,
but with some work, they were able to fix this.
“Through the process, it’s been getting a lot
more comfortable and a lot easier,” O’Connor said.
“Our director has been pretty supportive of people
staying [unmuted], because when you stay on mute,
you don’t know if it’s, like, really worth a comment,
like, ‘unmute yourself to explain something’. But
having it be a rule that everyone should stay unmuted, it helps to have people just say what comes
to mind and interact more normally.”
That has not been the only problem that
O’Connor has faced in this production so far. The
actors and crew have also been on a shorter timeline than they are used to. According to O’Connor,
the show was only cast two weeks ago and the final
recording of the play is only two weeks away.
She said that, especially with an Oscar Wilde
play, which often takes more effort from actors in
learning the dialect, this short timeframe has made
it an intense process for her.
Emma Becker, a senior theatre major with a
minor in education, said that practicing over Zoom
has been a learning experience.
“It’s definitely weird to be in rehearsals from
your house,” Becker said. “So you know, if my call
is 5:30, I’m walking into my little office at 5:15 and
sitting down in front of my Zoom screen, which can
feel kind of surreal. In a technical sense, it’s different cause you’re at your house you know like, ‘okay,
what do I need to wear to be ready to act today and
how do I warm up in my apartment with my downstairs neighbor?’”

Amity seems to have something to hide … possibly some
witchy magic? Film student Alyssa
Botelho’s short film “To All Dust
Return” takes viewers back to colonial times to uncover the mystery and discover Amity’s truth.
“To All Dust Return” is a
period piece about a young girl
named Amity who people begin
to become suspicious of because
what she is hiding seems to be
something possibly witchy and
ungodly. The short was written
and directed by film student Alyssa Botelho for her film capstone
project and was filmed in Cape
Cod, Massachusetts.
Botelho said when she started writing the film last summer,
she knew she wanted to have a
strong, young female lead who
would have to face great odds in
some way. Though the concept
came about back in August 2020,
she wrote the script within roughly three weeks, then assembled a
team and started to plan for filming. Botelho said there were about
14 people involved in the making
of the film and it was filmed over
a two-day timespan in March.
Botelho loved seeing her
script come to life, and become
the short film she knew it could
be.
“Being on set and seeing the
characters in costume and the
fireplace is roaring and you’re in
this old building, and it’s really
cool to see actually happen,” said
Botelho.
This was only her second
time she’s been part of a short
film. Her first was when she was
the writer and director of a short
film called “Junkie” in the fall of
2019. She said there were a ton
of moving parts in motion during
the process, from making shooting
schedules to renting professional
equipment.

URI Theatre continues to endure and
will soon be taking on an Oscar Wilde play … on Zoom
with “The Importance of Being Earnest in a Pandemic.”
PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh | Photo Editor

While actors have had to do a lot of adapting
to the new medium, the crew for the play has also
had to make significant changes. According to Lizzy Klebart, the production manager, everything
from the background to costumes to programs has
had to be adjusted for the Zoom format.
Instead of creating a physical set for this show,
the crew will be designing digital backgrounds that
will be displayed on greenscreens behind the actors.
“I think adapting it to Zoom has kind of lent
itself for a lot of new interesting virtual elements,”
Klebart said. “[Our set designer and the director]
spoke about what the best way would be to present
the backgrounds, and they came to the decision to
do virtual backgrounds. So that gives us the opportunity to really find spaces that we think will fit the
show really well and I think it also gives us a really wide variety too because we don’t have to build
them all.”
Klebart herself has had to take time to adapt to
communicating digitally with those that she is managing, as she “likes to be in person in meetings and
in touch base with people in person,” making it a
challenge at first.
While this has been a hard process, O’Connor
said that working on this play has made her more
confident and comfortable as a theatre manager
and said that she believes others have had a similar
experience.
“I’ve seen the work that has gone into this production and it has been really remarkable from every aspect,” she said. “The faculty and the staff, the
entire cast and the designers. And it’s really a very
funny show and I think the way we’re doing it is so
unique and so unlike something we’ve done before.
It’s going to be something really special.”
The release date has yet to be announced, but
to stay up-to-date on “The Importance of Being
Earnest in a Pandemic” and all things URI theatre,
follow their Instagram @uritheatre.

Creating a piece like this can
pose a challenge, and requires a
lot of research to get it right, since
it takes place in colonial times, but
even with these challenges at play,
Botelho was determined to get the
film right.
“The amount of thought,
creativity, time and talent that
got poured into preparing these
things really blew my mind,” said
Lionel Jeffries, the film’s assistant
director.
He said that Botelho did lots
of research leading up to the film
on even the smallest details like
what the grammar was during the
time so that a letter written by the
main character would be accurate
to the time period, calling her
“sheer attention” to the details
“incredible.”
A lot of the crew from this
film were people that Botello
knew from her hometown of Fairhaven, Massachusetts, and there
were only a few students from the
University of Rhode Island who
were part of the project. Another
URI student who was involved in
the film was Grace DeSanti, the
script supervisor. She said that
the team behind this film worked
extremely well together and were
a great group of people to work
with.
“Everybody knew exactly
what they needed to do,” DeSanti
said. “It was just so fun. Everybody just bounced off each other’s
energy, work and ideas. It was a
really, really good group of people.”
The film is now in post-production and will be wrapped up
next month. If you are interested
in seeing “To All Dust Return,” it
will be premiering on May 20 at
the Misquamicut Drive In-Theater in Westerly, Rhode Island,
and more details regarding the
screening will be released soon by
the URI film department.

“To All Dust Return” is a short film by a URI film student.
PHOTO CREDIT: Jordan Deslile
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Taylor Swift: A legend in the (re)making
Leah Popovic | Staff Reporter

With the release of her fully re-recorded
album “Fearless (Taylor’s Version),” Taylor
Swift has started a new musical era while
preserving the nostalgia from her past.
Swift’s original 2008 album was impressive, especially considering she was an
18-year-old newbie to the industry. She is
the first artist I ever got hooked on during
my childhood, and a large part of me was
scared to hear these re-recordings since the
original music holds such a precious place in
my heart.
After just one listen, that same “hooked”
feeling has been rekindled from my 8-yearold spirit.
The first 20 tracks are all re-recordings of previously released songs off of the
Grammy Award winning “Fearless.” The
distinctions, while subtle to an untrained ear,
create a world of a difference for Swifties everywhere.
Swift’s vocal maturity is the most prominent change from the originals. Her mixed
belt and falsetto show little to no strain, even
in the highest of harmonies. With this advanced vocal technique also comes better
articulation. She flawlessly incorporates her
musical coming-of-age with the original lyrics heard across the world.
These 12-year-old lyrics now represent a
plethora of new meanings for Swift and her
fans.
She wrote the words, “Back then I swore
I was gonna marry him someday, but I realized some bigger dreams of mine” as a teenager, unaware of her future impact on the
industry and the world. Swift still has plenty
of dreams to conquer after her 11 Grammy
Awards, five world tours and plenty of other
honorable accomplishments.
Take her song “Change” as another example of her lyrical progression. She sings,
“These walls that they put up to hold us
back fell down.” This line now represents
the many obstacles that Swift has overcome
during her time in the spotlight, especially
the challenges with her previous record executives.
Instrumentally, the album is addicting.
She preserves the original authenticity, but

heightens the musicality with upgraded production techniques. Every single instrument
line is enhanced in the re-recorded version.
Swift also welcomed Australian musician Keith Urban to add harmonies
throughout the album. Urban has been an
open supporter of Swift from day one, and
even covered her song “Lover” at the Washington State Fair in 2019.

veys a sense of independence that had been
washed away in the original album.
Swift also released six brand new songs
“from the vault,” which she originally wrote
a decade ago and kept secret all this time.
“You All Over Me (feat. Maren Morris)
(Taylor’s Version)” really brings out Swift’s
2000’s twang from the get-go. Maren Morris’s lower harmonies add such depth to the

I could write a novel about the best
“Fearless (Taylor’s Version)” moments from
the re-recordings, but I’ll just underscore two
of my favorites.
“The Way I Loved You” has always
been my favorite Swift song of all time, and
“Taylor’s Version” only confirmed this. The
combination of vocal clarity, rhythmic intensity and lyrical vulnerability had me spinning
around my bedroom after my first listen.
The same goes for “You Belong With
Me (Taylor’s Version).” The fact that Swift
layers her own voice for every harmony con-

song and perfectly compliments the higher
guitar riffs and harmonica lines. With lyrics
like “But no amount of freedom gets you
clean / I’ve still got you all over me,” the
emotions run deep in this track.
The second song from the vault, “Mr.
Perfectly Fine (Taylor’s Version),” also embodies her original country flare. This track
tells a heroic story of heartbreak and recovery — a pattern that Swift has publicly endured throughout the years. She now stands
strong with Joe Alwyn, her boyfriend of four
years, who wrote under a pseudonym on

Swift’s ninth album “evermore.” The song is
upbeat and resonant, which adds even more
creativity to the re-recordings.
“We Were Happy (Taylor’s Version)”
switches to a somber sound with dynamic
acoustic guitar leads. The musicality steps up
with every stanza of this song. Swift’s isolated
vocals start off as the highlight and slowly integrate with lower harmonies. I found plenty of parallels between this track and other
songs that Swift has released, such as “mirrorball” and “Mine.”
There’s a mystical side to “That’s When
(feat. Keith Urban) (Taylor’s Version)” with
more of a pop vibe than the rest of the album. The duo tells a love story from two perspectives in this track with a massive bridge
build up. Both Swift and Urban shine with
background vocal layering and a simple melody.
“Don’t You (Taylor’s Version)” sounds
similar to her more recent releases rather than abiding by the country stylings of
“Fearless.” There is a pulsing beat at the forefront, strengthened by a two-part harmony
that preserves the youthful lyrics. I would
choose this song as my favorite “from the
vault” release.
Swift tops off the album with “Bye Bye
Baby (Taylor’s Version),” a flawless mixture
of her maturity and youthful exuberance.
It’s hard to believe that Swift wrote this song
at such a young age, as the lyrics are so well
executed. She sings “Guess I never doubted
it / Then the here and the now floods in /
Fells like I’m becoming a part of your past,”
which fans have interpreted as a goodbye
message to the “Fearless” era now that Swift
has reclaimed her old self.
As for which re-recorded album is coming next, many fans are guessing her 2014
album “1989,” as Swift wore the same pair
of earrings to a recent interview that were
featured in her “Blank Space” music video.
Swift is a master of easter-eggs, and there are
likely more to come.
“Fearless (Taylor’s Version)” is more
than enough entertainment to hold me over
until she decides to release more music. So
for now, I’ll keep these songs on repeat.
PHOTO CREDIT: headlineplanet.com

‘Concrete Cowboy’ explores hidden Black history
Morgan Maleonskie | Contributing Reporter

“Concrete Cowboy,” starring Netflix breakout star
Caleb McLaughlin, is the fascinating coming-of-age story
of a troubled teen struggling to find where he belongs.
The “Stranger Things” star successfully plays the
main character of Cole, a 15-year-old from Detroit, in the
“ghetto cowboy” inspired film. After multiple incidents of
violent behavior and resistance to law enforcement, Cole
was expelled from his high school, and after expressing her
disappointment with him, his mother broke the news that
he would be staying with his father Harp (Idris Elba) for
the summer in Philadelphia.
After arriving in his father’s hometown, reality sets
in for Cole when his mom locks him out of the car. The
moment she sped off, my stomach dropped. At this point,
we’re only five minutes into the movie, and we don’t know
much about Cole, but I couldn’t help but sympathize with
him. After all, he’s still a kid, stranded with his bagged-up
items in hand.
Going into it, I expected there to be more aggression
between Cole and Harp during their first interaction, especially because Cole called his father a racial slur prior to his
arrival. However, Harp just took him home and showed
him his sleeping area: the couch.
Aas the movie progresses, we see Cole find himself at
home, but we didn't see him really relax until he was smok-

ing and driving around with his decade-old friend, Smush.
However, this light-hearted kind of fun was cut short when
Harp told Smush to stay away from his boy, not wanting
him influenced by his “bullsh*t.”
Following this fight with his dad, Cole snuck off to the
stables, where he met seemingly-friendly, but actually dangerous Boo, the horse Harp bought at an auction just the
week before. Convinced that Boo and Cole share a special
bond, an older woman named Nessie (Lorraine Toussaint)
tells him that Boo is his horse, but he is not allowed to sleep
in the stables.
Cole’s conflict comes from trying to balance his two
lives — drug-dealing with Smush and riding along the
straight and narrow with his father.
Although he does start to lean towards his father’s lifestyle, Cole is still angry with himself, and we never get a
sense of reward from this.
McLaughlin and Elba both played the serious, cold-tothe-touch archetype with ease. Although this is a complete
180 from McLaughlin’s character in “Stranger Things,”
who is intensely loveable and loyal, he portrayed the rebellious, unemotional Cole well.
Going into the film, I expected there to be greater
character development within Cole. All we know about
him is that he resents his father for “abandoning” him, and
even this we’re never given great details about.
Elba also fulfilled his role as the estranged and hardheaded father figure well. However, I believe we see more

character development from his character. Although we
are not given much information about Harp’s past, it’s
clear that he was not in the picture for quite some time.
By the time he and Cole reunited, we could tell that he
had matured, and could potentially become a role model
for Cole.
Although Cole and Harp are the main characters, the
real story comes from the other riders at Fletcher Street
Stables, their home, which is being put at risk by gentrification. We get to learn about their personalities, and the history of whitewashing/racism they have faced. This movie
is an educational opportunity to learn about the Black experience, especially the sides of it that have been hidden
for so long.
McLaughlin referenced the little-known Black history
that inspired “Concrete Cowboy” on The Today Show.
"It's a real community that exists right now and has
been part of Philadelphia and other urban cities around
America for over 100 years,” he said. “These communities
had these beautiful [horses] as part of their lifeblood. And
when the motorcars came, the Black folk kept the horses as
part of the fabric of their communities."
Although I wished there were more of Cole’s and
Harp’s characters to grab on to, “Concrete Cowboy” balanced city life and nature beautifully and fulfilled the true
reason the movie was created by capturing the untold story
of the Black Western cowboy.
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Octavia Spencer, Melissa McCarthy teamup disappoints
Ronan Himelrick | Contributing Reporter

The Netflix original action-comedy movie “Thunder Force” starring Octavia Spencer and Melissa McCarthy premiered on Friday, lacking both thunder and force.
It tells the story of two childhood friends Emily (Spencer) and Lydia (McCarthy)
who reunite after a falling out, only to become superpowered heroes due to Emily’s
work with gene-altering serums to fight supervillains known as “Miscreants.” Emily has
the power of invisibility and Lydia has super strength. Their journey throughout the
city streets of Chicago ends with a lot of destruction, and interesting situations.
On a positive note, I enjoyed the dialogue and relationship between Lydia and
Emily’s daughter, Tracy. Lydia acted like her “cool aunt,” allowing her to let loose and
act like a typical teenage girl, rather than an expert scientist working in a lab with her
mother. Their friendship was a crucial part of the movie’s message about the importance of family.
As for the negatives … Yikes, this movie was hard to watch. Lydia and Emily’s characters felt rushed and lacked any complexity. Both are easily defined: Emily is the smart
one, while Lydia provides most of the comedic relief. I don’t think I laughed at any of
the jokes told by either McCarthy or Spencer. There are some comedic situations that
these characters get themselves into, but nothing especially funny, though Lydia’s clumsiness in Emily’s laboratory did grant a chuckle or two.
I never felt connected to any of the characters, including the villains. Their motivations were unclear and hard to follow. Bobby Canavale’s character, “The King,'' was
confusing and supposed to be a shocking character, but he felt drab and very boring.
Jason Bateman as “The Crab'' was a strange addition, especially in terms of his romantic encounters with Lydia; their connection was so weird and uncomfortable to watch.
“Laser,” Pom Klementieff’s character, is a generic bad guy with cheesy one-liners and
horrible dialogue.
Neither of the main actors that made up “Thunder Force” seemed especially interested in their roles, especially Octavia Spencer. She never seemed to have fun at all
throughout the movie, even during entertaining scenes. McCarthy seemed more interested than her partner, but still not great.
For a PG-13 movie, the jokes seemed very immature, and there were no real memorable moments for me. The over-reliance on McCarthy’s physical humor was a bit

much, as she is used to diffuse awkward situations by breaking something or falling
hard.
Visually, this movie looked very artificial. The special effects were atrocious and the
costume design was lazy. The two heroes’ costumes looked like blank templates from the
pre-production of an actually serious action movie. “The Crab” was such a lazy choice
for a character and his design is no different; definitely not Bateman’s best performance.
Action-comedies rarely work, and “Thunder Force” exemplifies this point perfectly.
This was a half-hearted attempt by Netflix to create a good crossover movie. Obviously
this is supposed to be a fun, lighthearted movie, but I was so uninterested while watching.
Currently “Thunder Force” has a 25 percent critic rating and 24 percent audience
rate on Rotten Tomatoes, which is pretty bad, and I don’t disagree. “Thunder Force” is
a miss, and a waste of tremendous acting talent from the cast.
Rating: 3.7/10. Not worth a rewatch.
PHOTO CREDIT: midwestfilmjournal.com

Looking back on the BAFTAs, ahead to the Academy Awards
Kayla Laguerre-Lewis | Entertainment Editor

While each award should be celebrated and each ceremony should be
given its time to shine, when it comes
to films, awards season is all about the
Academy Awards. With every other major award show serving as a way to get
one step closer to the big finale, this past
weekend’s British Academy Film Awards
(BAFTAs) was no exception.
The BAFTAs were held on April
10 and 11 and honored the best British and international films of 2020 and
early 2021 that were screened at British
cinemas, including major contenders for
Oscars. The big winner of the night was,
one may say unsurprisingly, “Nomadland” which took home four awards:
Best Film, Best Director (Chloé Zhao),
Best Actress in a Leading Role (Frances
McDormand) and Best Cinematography
(Joshua James Richards).
Less than two weeks away from the
Oscars, it’s safe to say that “Nomadland”
will be winning some awards, and that
if any of them are shoe-ins, it should be
Best Picture and Best Director. The BAFTAs add to the previously won Golden
Globes and Critics’ Choice awards in
both categories, which are arguably the
other two most important awards of the
season.
Zhao could become just the second
woman and first woman of color to take
home the award for Best Director at the
Oscars, and it would certainly cause con-

troversy if she were to lose. The Academy already has a tumultuous history
with nominating and awarding people
of color (#OscarsSoWhite, anyone?) that
going against the trend set so far by other
voters would surely just reflect even more
negatively against them. This isn’t to say
that Zhao should win just because she is a
Chinese woman; she should win because
time and time again, she has proven to
be the best director of the season, and to
overlook that at the biggest ceremony of
the year would be a disservice.
However, Frances McDormand’s
BAFTA win marked her first on the year.
No actress in the Best Actress in a Leading Role category over the major award
ceremonies has pulled off a repeat win;
Andra Day (“The United States vs. Billie
Holiday”) won the Golden Globe, Carey
Mulligan (“Promising Young Woman”)
won the Critics’ Choice and Viola Davis
(“Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom”) took home
the Screen Actors Guild award, and now
McDormand has added her name to the
list of winners. All four of these women
have been nominated for the Best Actress
Oscar, which would make the fifth nominee, Vanessa Kirby (“Pieces of a Woman”), a bit of a dark horse in the race.
However, there is also no frontrunner in
this race. Each woman has brought their
best game in their respective roles and
have been making it hard for voters to
choose a clear, consistent winner. This
has left Best Actress as the lone unpredictable, and consequently the most ex-

citing, category on April 25.
As for Best Actor in a Leading Role,
the BAFTA went to Sir Anthony Hopkins for “The Father,” which, like McDormand, marked his first win of the
year. Every other award has gone posthumously to Chadwick Boseman (“Ma
Rainey’s Black Bottom”), who died last
summer after a lengthy, secret battle with
colon cancer. His wife has consistently
given heartfelt, emotional speeches on
his behalf and in his honor, and it will
be truly shocking if she doesn’t have a final chance to do so at the Oscars. This
isn’t to say Hopkins or any of his fellow
nominees don’t have a chance or are undeserving, but with the previous awards
and the circumstances around Boseman’s
death, it only seems right that the Academy would want to honor him in the way
they never got the chance to do so when
he was alive: an Oscar win. Hopkins is
a celebrated British actor and “The Father” is a French-British co-production,
so the BAFTAs being based out of London could have helped his case, just as one
would suspect the Oscars being based out
of Hollywood will help Boseman’s.
Daniel Kaluuya has had a clean
sweep with all of his awards to date for
his performance as former Black Panther
Party leader Frank Hampton in “Judas
and the Black Messiah” in the Best Supporting Actor field. Nominated against
his co-star Lakeith Stanfield and actors
who put on critically acclaimed performances, nothing is guaranteed, but

Kaluuya should be ending the night with
another win under his belt.
While Jodie Foster was the first Supporting Actress winner of the season
taking home the Golden Globe for her
role in “The Mauritanian,” Korean actress Youn Yuh-jung (“Minari”) has since
dominated, with SAG, Critics Choice
and BAFTA wins. Like Zhao, she’s already made history in her previous wins
and just by being nominated and will
continue to do so if her streak continues.
Foster was bypassed for the Oscar nomination, so her greatest competitors may
come in Glenn Close (“Hillbilly Elegy”),
who holds the record for the most acting
nominations without a win, and Olivia
Colman (“The Father”) who upset Close
for the Best Actress Oscar in 2019 in a
year where she was thought to be sure to
win. That just goes to show that upsets
can happen at any time, especially when
they’re least expected.
Obviously, the Oscars involve more
than just those six categories, and viewers
should be sure to look out for the screenplay and documentary categories, while
Pixar’s “Soul” should have Best Animated Feature Film in the bag already. No
matter who wins or loses, in a year full
of diverse, critically acclaimed films, the
ceremony should serve as a celebration
of the season first and foremost.
The Academy Awards will be broadcast on Sunday, April 25 on ABC at 8
p.m.
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Baseball opens conference play
with split against La Salle
Zach Austin | Contributing Reporter

The University of Rhode Island Baseball team began Atlantic 10 play last weekend, finishing 2-2 in a fourgame series against La Salle that moved their record to
13-15-1.
Rhody dropped the first game of the series on Friday. Despite having a four-run lead after six innings, the
Explorers took advantage of three Rhode Island errors
and responded with seven straight runs to close the
game, winning 8-5.
After falling short in the first
game of the series, the Rams took
back the momentum, securing the
victory in both games of Saturday’s
doubleheader. They won 4-2 in the
first matchup, followed by a 12-6 effort in the second.
This series was led by multiple strong “phenomenal” pitching
performances, according to Head
Coach Raphael Cerrato. Saturday
saw Rhody dominate on the mound
through their starters across the two
games, with graduate senior Mike
Webb and freshman Domenic Picone pitching gems. Webb kicked
off the day with eight strikeouts and
no earned runs, while Picone threw a five-inning shutout
and had nine strikeouts of his own.
Another highlight during Saturday’s doubleheader
was junior Mark Coley at the plate. In game three of
the series, the Bloomfield, Connecticut native was a triple
shy of the cycle, but did reach base a fourth time after
getting hit by a pitch. Coley also scored four runs in the
latter half of the doubleheader.
To this point, Coley has faced a lot of adversity
this season. A prospect in the upcoming MLB draft,
he has missed time this season due to both injuries and
COVID-19 protocols. Despite struggling early on, Ceratto says that his time away from the team has ultimately
benefited him in the long run.
“I think that actually helped him to kind of reset
himself mentally,” he said. “He’s really starting to play

like the player he’s capable of being.”
The series closed out on Sunday with a 7-3 victory for La Salle. The Rams hopped out to an early 3-0
lead after one inning, but were held scoreless the rest of
the way. A lack of consistency on offense doomed the
Rams in the finale, an issue that Cerrato says the team
had throughout the series. He also thought the team’s
mindset heading into the final game of the series wasn’t
in the right place.
“I think we expected them to roll over after sweeping them on Saturday, and they didn’t,” he said.
With conference play in the A-10 now underway,
games will become even more important down the stretch for the
Rams. Both Fordham and Saint
Joseph’s have started the season
strong, currently sitting with the
top two winning percentages in the
North division and holding winning
streaks after last weekend’s play.
“They’re going to be two of
the toughest opponents we’ll see in
conference,” Cerrato said. “We’re
going to have to play better than we
did this past weekend.”
Only two teams each in the
North and South division will advance to the A-10 Championships
next month. For Cerrato and the Rams, getting to the
postseason has been the primary focus all season long.
“That’s our goal, to get to the conference tournament.” he said. “We’ll be disappointed if we can’t get
there.”
Rhody was set to face Fordham on Friday, but the
team announced Wednesday morning that they will be
forced to go on pause due to COVID-19. The team said
no player has tested positive so far, but multiple players
were forced to quarantine due to close contact situations. As a result, the team said they would not have had
enough players to safely compete.
Strong pitching propelled the Rams on
Saturday in day two of the series vs. La Salle.
PHOTO CREDIT: James Singer | Staff Photographer

Row-bust Rams dominate at
Orchard Park
Katie Siegle | Contributing Reporter

After a delayed start to its spring season, the University of Rhode Island Rowing team competed in
its second contest on Saturday, sweeping six teams at
Overpeck Park in Bergen County, New Jersey.
In the morning heats, URI beat George Washington University and the University of Connecticut in
the Varsity 8+, the Second Varsity 8+ and the Varsity
4+ flights. In the Second Varsity 4+ competition, URI
placed runners-up behind the University of Massachusetts but finished ahead of UConn.
Rhode Island continued its success in the afternoon after qualifying for every race in the Grand Finals.
The Rams topped GW and Saint Joseph’s University
in the Varsity 8+ race, as well as the Colonials and the
Minutewomen in the Second Varsity 8+ competition.
To confirm the sweep, Rhody finished ahead
of UMass and GW in the Varsity 4+ flight and beat
UMass and UConn in the Second Varsity 4+ race.
With the Rams competing in just their second
competition of the year, URI Head Coach Shelagh
Donohoe said the team has been “great” at adapting
to circumstances presented, including those pertaining
to COVID-19.
“The rowers have been doing a great job with following the [COVID-19] protocol, and I’m just hoping
we can get through the season and continue to race,”
she said. “They want it, I want it, but you could do everything the right way, and you could still get this virus,

so it is definitely challenging and stressful in that way.”
In March, Rhode Island was scheduled to race at
Boston University, but Coach Donohoe said the competition was canceled because of high COVID-19 positivity rates. In the absence of a competition early in the
season, Coach Donohoe scheduled Brown University
in the beginning of April. The Rams lost all four races
to the Bears.
Because of the pandemic, the fall rowing season
was canceled. However, Coach Donohoe said the cancelation ended up “working out in the team’s favor” because they were able to practice in smaller boats as long
as they stayed in their safety pods.
“We rode a lot of small boats, which will only make
us better, and I feel like that did help us coming into
the spring,” she said. “I feel like all the small boat rowing—and it was not interrupted with racing, because
we could not race—was a benefit to us. I really feel like
it has helped us in the spring as we start up.”
This Saturday, the Rams are scheduled to travel to
Boston for a competition against Boston College. With
the “ultimate goal” of winning the Atlantic 10 Championship on May 15, Coach Donohoe said everything
the team does now is to “prepare to be able to peak at
that time.”
“I think we just have to continue to focus on us,
continue to make improvements every day and go out
there and put it on the line,” she said. “I do not think
we change how we prepare. We just prepare, and then
we race who we race.”

Club sports reflect on
challenging year
Kyle Standing | Contributing Reporter

The COVID-19 pandemic has complicated the sports
world, with professional and Division I athletics being paused
and canceled in some instances.
While universities struggle
to field their Division I teams,
the challenge to get club sports
teams playing must also be considered. However, Joe Wilbur,
coordinator of club sports at the
University of Rhode Island, and
the University of Rhode Island
administration and health department have worked tirelessly
to ensure Rhody club athletes
get as close to a normal experience as possible.
In the fall semester, Rhody
club sports had little trouble with
COVID-19; all club teams were
able to practice in small groups
without suffering any pauses.
Unfortunately, the spring season
did not start out the same.
“That couldn’t have been
any more different this spring,”
said Wilbur. “We had to start the
semester off with a 14-day quarantine, and we couldn’t begin
practices until Feb. 1.”
After beginning in February,
multiple teams were met with
adversity and pauses were taken
as necessary.
“Within a week, we had
multiple teams with multiple
cases which forced us into a 10day quarantine period,” said
Wilbur. “That process sort of repeated itself constantly.”
As a club athlete, constantly being told you cannot do the
thing you love can be very frustrating. Katie Bonacci, a junior
who is a member of the club
field hockey team and serves
as vice president of the Club
Sports and Intramural Council, acknowledged this level of
disappointment, but said there
were other ways the team stayed
connected.
“It has definitely been difficult not being able to play
games, but we have found other
ways to bond as a team and continue playing,” she said.
One of those ways has
been through alternative, teamplanned activities. For the field
hockey team, Bonacci said this
came in the form of a big sister/
little sister program.
“For the first time, we implemented a big/little program so
that we can still bond with the
freshmen,” she said.
This program featured
gifts from upperclassmen to the
freshman and various bonding
activities. Bonacci said that since
they weren’t able to be together often on the field, the set-up
helped everyone to get to know
each other better.
In the meantime, Wilbur
and the administration worked

to ensure that teams
could still practice. The
University offers over 15 club
sports teams, including male, female and co-ed. Games are held
all over the country, but primarily in New England.
“We understand that club
athletics are the reason some
people choose to attend this
school,” he said. “It is my job to
make sure that they can participate in their sports, and the administration has been very understanding and helpful during
these times.”
Despite how minimal it
may seem, Rhody club sports
allowing teams the opportunity to practice is more than
many other schools around the
area are permitting this spring.
Consistent activity amongst the
teams is hard to maintain when
it comes to all clubs on campus,
but Wilbur said he has finally
gotten club sports teams at a
point where everyone is practicing consistently.
Continued practice and optimism for the fall are the fuel
that keeps all general club sports
athletes and administers going.
Bonacci is eagerly awaiting the
chance to get back onto the field
and play with her teammates.
“We are super competitive,
so we are just looking forward to
next year when we hopefully get
the opportunity to play games,”
she said.
In terms of what the fall will
look like, Wilbur said the department can not be certain with
COVID-19 still present, but he
is optimistic for club athletes
and their teams.
“I hope that everyone can
be vaccinated by next fall, and
we can continue as normal,”
said Wilbur. “We have certainly
worked our tail off this year, and
I think we are all looking forward to some normalcy.”
The field hockey team is one of many
at URI that has had their season turned
upside down due to COVID-19.
PHOTO CREDIT: James McIntosh
| Photo Editor
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2020-21 Cigar Sports MVP’s: Part 1
Women’s Basketball: Emmanuelle Tahane
Heading into the 2020-21 season, the University of Rhode Island
Women’s Basketball team was projected to finish 11th in the conference’s preseason poll voted on by the coaches. They were able to surpass expectations and finished fourth in the conference, with Head
Coach Tammi Reiss winning Atlantic 10 Coach of the Year. One reason for Ram’s successful season was redshirt junior Emmanuelle Tahane. After transferring to Rhode Island during the 2019-20 campaign
and sitting behind star forward Nicole Jorgensen, Tahane emerged as
one of the best players in the conference. The Bondy, France native
was a force in the paint and on the boards, averaging 14.8 points and
10.2 rebounds per game while shooting an efficient 60 percent from
the field. It came as no surprise when her success on the floor turned
into Atlantic 10 Co-Player of the Year honors, as Tahane became the
second player in program history to win this award.

Volleyball: Claire
Chaplinsky

Football: Coby Tippett
While the Football team only played three out of their scheduled seven games this season due to COVID-19 health and safety
protocols, one player who made his mark in the shortened season
was senior safety Coby Tippett. The transfer from Towson had three
interceptions on the year, including one against the University of Albany as the Great Danes tried to secure a late-game win. Tippett was
named Colonial Athletic Association Defensive Player of the Week
after this performance and was a major force on the defensive side of
the ball in the shortened season for Rhode Island.

Men’s Soccer: Patrick Aygemang
After scoring 21 goals and earning All-American honors at Eastern Connecticut State during the 2019 season, Patrick Agyemang
decided to transfer to Rhode Island for the remainder of his college
career. Despite only being on campus for a few months, his impact
on the soccer field was immediate. Agyemang led the Rams with four
assists and eight points this season. He recorded the first goal of his
URI career in the team’s home opener on March 31 against Saint
Joseph’s and followed that up with a penalty strike and a cross to set
up the game-winning goal in their comeback victory against La Salle.
With a full soccer season in the fall ahead, Aygemang has the potential
to assert himself as one of the best players in the A-10.

Men’s Basketball:
Fatts Russell
Even if the URI Men’s Basketball season will go down as a
disappointment, one player who
stood out among the rest was
senior Fatts Russell. The Philadelphia native capped off a brilliant career with Rhody in the
2020-21 season, where he led the
team in points, assists, steals and
free throw percentage. His standout performance of the year was
on Senior Night against Dayton
when the point guard led his team
from 18 points down in the second
half to a double-overtime win in
his final game at the Ryan Center.
Russell announced in April that

The Rhode Island Women’s
Soccer team secured their first win
over Boston College in program
history last month, with team
MVP Haley Pignatelli having her
best game of the year. She scored
the game-tying goal with less than
three minutes to play and assisted
the game winner in overtime. The
senior from Parsippany, New Jersey tied for the team’s lead with
two goals, with her first career
strike coming earlier in the season
against Saint Joseph’s University.

The 2020-21 year will forever be remembered
as the year of disarray for college athletics.
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he plans to play a graduate year at
the University of Maryland, but
his impact on this program will be
remembered for years to come.

Women’s Soccer:
Haley Pignatelli

Aniekan Okon | Staff Reporter
Will Pipicelli | Sports Editor

A ball getting dribbled seemed bleak in the summertime, as
conferences all around the country waited nervously to see who
would blink first. Ultimately, big-time college football conferences
announced their intention to play in the fall, and other schools
and sports soon followed. Here at the University of Rhode Island, Men’s and Women’s Basketball were the only sports to play
competitive games throughout the winter. Fall sports like football, soccer and cross country were shunted to the spring, but all
Division I teams managed to return to competition, with some
having more luck than others. To round off the year, the Good
Five Cent Cigar has named an MVP for each team at the University. Part one this week will predominantly feature teams who
have finished their season, and part two next week will cap off
the remaining teams.

This year, the Volleyball
team secured their first Atlantic 10 tournament appearance
since 2017, partially thanks to
the play of senior outside hitter
Claire Chaplinsky. Chaplinsky
led the Rams’ attack, finishing
third in the conference with 174
kills and fifth with 3.41 kills per
set. Her best performance of the
season came on Feb. 19 when she
recorded a career-high 19 kills
against Northeastern. As a result
of her season-long consistency,
Chaplinksy earned Second Team
All-Conference honors, a nice
reward to close out her collegiate
volleyball career.

Softball:
Ari Castillo
No team at URI has arguably had worse luck this year
than the Softball team. The
Rams have had a mind-boggling
23 games postponed or canceled
on the year, either due to weather
or COVID-19. In the 15 games
Rhody has played so far, junior
infielder Ari Castillo has made
the most of her opportunities at
the plate. At the time of publication, Castillo leads the team
in hits, slugging percentage and
RBIs. Rhode Island is expected
to resume their season later this
month after being forced to pause

due to health and safety protocols related to COVID-19, where
Castillo will look to resume her
dominance for the Rams.

